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Commemoration Day. 1920. 
UomnH'lll. Day, 1920, will always stand 
out as a land mark of 'Varsity history. 
Por this reason-that it was celebrated 
with all the eclat which is clear to the 
uutl.'ergradua te and proper to the day. Of 
course, the powers that be looked mightily 
askance at onr proposals, but the honey­
tongued eloquence of a deputation of the 
Students' Association wou over even the 
hear·ts of 1\linisters and the Commissioner 
of Police. 8o at last the longed-for per­
mi~;sion was granted ancl all hands set 
tlwmsdves diligently to work to make the 
t[,qy's cc!Pbratious something more than a 
r;ucee~.;~;. 'l'hc }-;enate, looking clown from 
Olympns, granted the boon of a day's 
freedom from lectures and laboratory 
work. 'l'he business houses of the town 
gave ont on loan their lorries and horses. 
'l'he day preceding the festival was 
marked bv feverish industry. Crowds of 
amateur ~arpenters, painters, and decora­
tors thronged the Common Room and ad­
jacent lawns. Tn their own mysterio1us 
fastnesseR Engineers and Scientists lab­
oured mightil,\' . 'l'he air resounded ·with 
the din of hammers and saws and the cries 
of those who found that their own pro­
perty had been stolen. Str.ange indeed 
were the activities that preceded that day. 
One man faring forth to borrow a coffin, 
yet another arriving with a car-load of 
euphoniums; another trying the resources 
of the Museum, and returning in triumph 
with two moth-eaten wallabies. These 
preparations continued far into the 
night: some had to be completed on the 
vrry morning. 
Uommem. day dawned,, overcast and 
cloudy, the banc of the photographer. 'l'he 
Domain was soou crowded with the pro­
cessiouists, who set to work vigorously on 
their displays. 
'l'he authorities, careful as ever, had 
sent clown a huge force of police. Never 
outside Ireland were so many guardi.ans of 
publi.c order assembled together. 'l'he 
snprriority of University management was 
shown by the fact that the procession 
moved off exactly to time. In front of 
the whole procession moved a stately body 
of troopers. and there followed at their 
heels a no less striking but more pictur­
esque body-the Commonwealth Police, 
who were ably impersonated by the Eight. 
:B'ollowing close behind them came the 
hand, recruited from the schools and fitted 
out with gowns and trenchers. Next in 
the procession came the first lorry bearing 
upon it the Third Year Arts' satire upon 
Church Union. The various denominations 
squabbled furiously round a table, and 
outside them hovered various pariah sects. 
Calm amid the disturbance, and elev.ated 
above the throng, sat two bishops who 
intercha11gecl fratemal greetings and be­
stowed chastisement upon the sectaries 
below. 'l'his display was followed by the 
Aboriginal Welcome to the Prince, which 
was carried out with a wealth of detail. 
Realistic aboriginals streaked with white 
paint, boomerangs, kangaroos, and gun­
yahs added to the impressiveness of the 
SO~IE COM:l\'IEM. DAY SNAPS. 
1. Gt·andfathet·'s Velocipede. 2. Leaving the Domain. 3. "Our Full Bloo." 4. "Two 
Dinkum Aussies." 5. "Inky" and "Viv" (i\Iat·sha~). 6. O.C. Conunonwealth Police. 
7, Wanted-A Chair of Dentistry. 8. Half-an-hour befot·e leaving. 
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scene. On another lorry were to be seen 
the counterfeit presentments of cmr var­
ious professors, the sight of which excited 
considerable mirth in the originals. Every 
faculty was well represented. Engineer­
ing I. exhibited their spare time employ­
meats; noticeable amongst them were a 
set of brutalised convicts in chains busily 
cracking stones. Engineering IL had a 
realistic exhibit of a sewerage excavation 
with work being conducted at high pres­
S111'P, the toiling labourers being surrounded 
hy the usual barricade and drain pipes. 
Engineering IlL satirised the Iron and 
Rtcel Works and displayed conspicuously 
an exhot·tation to the Government to em­
ploy 'Varsity Engineers. Members of 
Sciencc IlL appeared as alchemists en­
gaged in some obscure occnpation. Mem­
bers of Science l. rPpresented the laying 
of the folnndation stone of the new Town 
Hall somewhere in the Remote Future. 
'l'lw central portion of the procession was 
occupied by the displays grouped to­
gl'ther as the ''Empty Chairs.'' and pre­
ceded by a chair bornp upon the should­
ers of two burlesqne professors. The 
.Jiedical Students carried out their own 
display and performed terrible operations 
upon a re cum bent patient. Their lorry 
was su rrouncled by placards bearing 
bloodthirsty inscriptions. The rest of 
tlw Empty Cltair displays were carried out 
h.Y mC'mbers of thp l<'aclnlty of Arts. The 
Chair of Deutistl·y displayed a dentist's 
t'HtablishmC'nt complete-the workshop, 
1lw operating room, and finally the wait­
ing room, complete even to copies of the 
"Srhere." The advocates of a Faculty of 
Divinity atlvertised Runaway Matches 
and Digg<'r Wedtlings a specialty, and 
solemnized weddings Pn route. The J;'a­
cnlty of Law, following immediately after, 
allured with prospects of Easier Divorce...­
Agriculture was supervised by a bucolic 
professor who superintended irrigation 
operations from the Breakfast Creek 
dam. The last of the Empty Chairs 
was tlw Chair of l\lnsic. The demonstra­
tor::; annormcecl their iclentity as members 
of Phihelly's Conservatorhm, and de­
clm·ecl that Orpheus wasn't in it, as they 
produced strange noises from decrepit 
trumpets anti what one might term caco­
phoniums. 
Last of the displays, and for excellent 
reasons, came the volcano of the Scien­
tists and the per±lumery of Applied' Sci­
ence. Inside the volcano two heroic 
stokers sat in buckets of water and kept 
up the supply of black smoke. In the Ap­
plied Science danger area intrepid stu­
dents in re:;;pirators and damp handker­
chiefs juggled with explosives, acids, and 
noisome compounds generally. 
Apart from the general displays 
were numerous sandwich men, bear­
ing boards with appropriate leg­
ends. The Prince of Smiles be­
stowed gratuitous grins upon an appre­
ciative community. A high bicycle ranged 
alongside, and aroused mirth by its mis­
aclventures on the tramlines. Pelaco shirts 
received an unsolicited testimonial, and a 
very unclad ballet girl excited the laugh­
ter of the spectators. Last of all, the 
noble procession steppell as to the manner 
bom,, l\Ir. Stewart's second self bearing 
under hi:;; arm the matric-book of notable 
memory. The procession made its way 
down Alice Street, Edward Street, Eliza­
beth Street. and Eagle Street, turning 
then into Qlueen Street and returning 
home by George Street. Along the side 
as it went along galloped the Chief Mar­
shal and his right-hand man, garbed as 
a conrt fool and a bnrlesque dr•agoon re­
spectively,, and kept the procession well in 
hand thronghont its course. 
'l'he afternoon's performance followed 
the usual course, but the festivities were 
not long continued, and every one made 
hi~:; way home to await the night's enter- · 
tainment. 
Practically the whole number of the 
undergrac.lnates and the new-made grad~l­
ates sat down to the dinner in the evening. 
Musical items w,ere given during the 
course of the dinner, and when the toast 
list had been honoured the hall was 
cleared and the company gave themselves 
over to dancing, which was continued un­
til the small hours. 
So with due festivity closed a most me­
morable day in the annals o£ the Ulli.ver­
sity. 
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The Fallacy of Modern Education. 
'l'here is no more striking feature of 
modern civilisation than the universal 
recognition of the value and importance 
of education. Social reformers, whatever 
particular nostrum they advocate, all 
agree in assigning to education the fore­
most part in bringing about the much de­
sired millennium,, and the pessimist wh•) 
has lost all hope of finding any other rem­
edy for the diseases of the world turns to 
education and asserts tha't it alone can 
provide the solution. "Educate! Edu­
cate!'' has been the cry of Conservative 
and Radical, Reformer and Revolution­
ary, preacher and agitator. T·hose who 
trust the people, those who distrust the 
people, and those who despise the people, 
and fear them, have all joined in the cry. 
Advocates of culture, of efficiency, of pro­
gress towards happiness, peace, or wealth 
have also been heard. 
As a result education has undeniably 
increased; individuals and governments 
have opened their hearts (and their 
purses); schools have been erected, sys­
tems organised, teachers trained, sylla­
buses pre·pared, and pupils conscribed or 
cajoled into at'tendance; in short, all the 
vast organised machinery of modern civil­
isation has been applied to the problem of 
education. But, so far, efforts to achieve 
the millennium thro·ugh education have la­
mentably failed. Schools have increased 
in number, variety, and complexity; the 
mechanical ability to read, write, calcu­
late, paint, draw, sing, to produce (al-· 
leged) musical sounds on a multitude o.f 
instruments, to operate typewriters, to 
make shorthand notes and (sometimes ) 
read them, to name the capital cities of the 
world and their population at last census, 
to conjugate the verb "to be" in English, 
Latin, J:i'rench, German, Gree'k, and Esper­
anto, the ability to pass examinations and 
to secure jobs with the aid of ddgn~cs, 
certificates, le'tters, or titles, gained 
through a stud.y of any or all of the above 
subjects has increased daily. Neverthe­
less it is true that our ignorance of th·~ 
things that really matter remains only less 
colossal than our efforts to conceal it from 
ourselves and others. 
In an evolutionary world, dominatc(l by 
the specialist in biology, psychology, the­
ology, and other sciences, we l<o longe:· 
possess even the certainty of the differ­
ence between Heaven and Hell that wa> 
obvious to the meanest peasant of thr 
Middle Ages. We possess less cultm',) an cl 
wisdom than the ancient Greek, who, 
though he had no schools or educational 
aystem, could give an intelligent decision 
on the political question of the day (with­
out losing his head in an emotional frenzy 
ov0r the virtues of "cheap me•at" or the 
wickedness of drinking), and could fur­
thermore appreciate to the full the com­
edies of Aristophanes and the tragedies of 
Sophocles. In a word, according to the 
judgment of an eminent psychologist, who, 
after all knows little more about the soul 
than did Aristotle,. we are still as far 
below the average Greek of the 5th cen­
tury in intelligence as the average negro 
is belo'v us. 
.we live in an age when education has 
become the 'sumi:n um bonum,' and we are 
consciously striving to create an ''en­
lightened democracy," yet the educated 
citizen is rare, the able statesman the ex­
ception, the creative artist or poet (ex­
cept for commercial purposes) an anout­
aly, and -the "thinker" such a "rara 
avis" as to be commonly designated mad. 
Religion is a dying force, art and letters 
are sadly neglected, morality knows no 
principles, philosophy is no aid to good liv­
ing, sociology cannot prevent ·war, nor 
economics remove the worker from the 
bread line. 
Obviously, then, there is something 
wrong with onr educational systems. 
" Whatever else the current system of edu­
cation may do for the child,'' says a re­
cent critic, himself for many years chief 
inspector of schools in England, "ther~ 
is one thing it cannot fail to do to hi!•t·­
to blight his mental growth.'' This P''O­
vides adequate confirmation from a1: 
unexpected qU'arter of Bernar 1 Shaw 's 
earlier dictum-" There is, on tlw whole,, 
nothing on earth in<;en 'led fo1· innocent 
people so horrible as school.'' 
Where is the fallacy in modern educa­
tion which explains and justifies this con­
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denwation? In a few words modem 
<·<lnration has become too system~tised ancl 
specialisPcl. It can produce a dehnmani:o;ed 
professor-an academic specialist in a 
subsection of that strange miscalled thing· 
modern learning-or a technical expert 
ignorant of the world around him; a 
tradesman trained to turn out endless 
screws by pressing a lever, or a wage­
slave awed into docility by the intensive 
drill-culture of the primary school; but it 
cannot produce even a reasonable percent­
age of thinkers or poets, creative artists 
or craftsmen, able statesmen or intelligent 
citizens. 
Education has lost touch with reality, it 
has forgotten its ultimate purpose, and 
like every human institution which be­
comes an end to itself it has lost the fire 
and enthusiasm of its earlier ideals. Edu­
cation should teach men how to live; mod­
rrn education aims at teaching them how 
to get a living. The difference between 
the two ideals is vast; the mistake in­
volved is as fatal as the mistaken policy 
of pul'suing wealth as an end in itself, 
which obviously inspires it, and the result­
ing s:vstrm equally inhuman. 
This has not always been so. Until the 
recent increase in attention to education, 
all educational systems were so inefficient 
that their actual effect on the pupil was 
scanty. The aim of education was indefin­
ite; the execution casual, and no ill effects 
were felt. The pupil was able to live his 
life and to develop his powers to a greate1· 
or lesser extent. ' 
But with the newer development, the 
evolntion of scientific pedagogy, and in 
particular with the application of psychol­
ogy to education, the teacher has been able 
concrntrate on a definite end and relent­
lrssl.v pursue it. The result is already 
eviclrn t. 'rhe child has not been given a 
chanc<'. With his mind occupied with 
can•fully constructed subjects, fed piece­
mr.ll with facts, and crammed with corrr­
lated coursrs, he has had no energy left 
to develope his natural aptitudes. Exam­
inations have pressed heavily npon him; 
his interest in his work and his ability to 
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think have been killed by the necessity of 
cramming, and his vision distorted by the 
necessity of accepting the dogmatic word 
of the teacher in every detail. Countless 
geniuses have been reduced to the dull 
level of mediocri·ty by the grinding on of 
the educational machine; the tyranny of 
the system has driven out the originally­
minded educator, while the "efficient" 
teacher with text-book and stick has be­
stridden like a Colussus the gate of 
knowledge. 
Is it any wonder then, that taste, cul­
ture, wisdom, have failed to increase pro­
portionately to the efforts of our educa­
tionalists; that the pursuit of intellectual 
achievement has become a degrading 
passion, and that education has failed to 
increase our ability to deal adequately 
with the human problems of the world1 
It is not necessary, however, that we 
should retrace our steps or abandon the 
hope of salvation through education. The 
present mad system has succeeded by 
chance in producing a few educators-or 
rather, since true educators, like poets 
and other prophets, are born, not made, it 
has failed to stamp them with its indelible 
marks~with a capacity for realising the 
ideal of education· through fostering 
growth. Let us fully recognise the ob­
vious truth that in education it is men, not 
methods, that count. Granted sufficient 
encouragement and freedom of action 
these men will become pioneers of the 
movement for education through self. 
realisation and growth, rather than 
through mechanical obedience. 
We must abandon, however, the idea of 
reducing education to a system, and dissi­
p'ate the vulgar confusion between know­
ledge and information on which it is based. 
We must recognise that education is a 
spiritual thing not to be dispensed from a 
text book by a paid hac'k. We must place 
the teacher alongside the artist, the poet 
and the musici'an-though not in onr ne­
glect of these-and make him a member of 
a noble profession. Then and then only 
will education become what now it is ouly 
in name. 
JUVENI•S. 
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Renaissance in English-Lyric Poetry 
(1911-1914.) 
In December, 1912, appeared an Anthol­
ogy called ''Georgian Poetry, 1911-1912.'' 
In the prefatory note to the first edition, 
Edwin Marsh, editing this work for the 
Poetry Bookshop, wrote, it seems to us 
prophetically: ''This· volume is issued i~ 
the belief that English poetry is now once 
again putting on a new strength and 
beauty.... . .... This collection ......may 
help the lovers of poetry to realise that 
we are at the beginning of another 
'Georgian period ' which may take rank 
in due time with the several gre'at poetic 
ages of the past." Further on in that 
preface, Marsh added: 'Two years ago, 
some of the writers represented had pub­
lished nothing; and only a very few of the 
others were known except to the eagerest 
'watchers of the skies.' Those few are 
here because within the chosen period 
their work seemed to have gained some 
accession of power." And so it is not sur­
prising to find that neither the :first nor the 
second volume of the Georgian poetry 
books contain any work by three well­
known poets, who were not idle during the 
years 1911-1914:------Rudyard Kipling, Rob­
ert Bridges, and Thomas Hardy; any com­
prehensive anthology of English poetry 
during the period would include a large 
amount of verse by that doughty trio, of 
whom the oldest, and perhaps the great­
est, has recently passed beyond our ken; 
but their work,, though genuine and orig­
inal, is original on conventional lines, for 
even the freshest of them, Kipling, only 
amplifies and enriches the poetic tmclition 
of Ile~1ley and Stevenson. 
But as -for the poetry of the new order, 
even the names of the chief volumes of 
verse that appeal'ed in the years 1911­
1914 are often significant of renaissance: 
"Poems" by Rupert Brooke does not, as 
a title, tell us anything, but ''The Great 
Lover,'' his most remarkable piece, tells 
ns much when once we have read it. "The 
Listeners," the book that won Walter de 
la Mare a Nobel prize, and the same 
writer's ''Peacock Pie' ' ; ''Poems of Love 
and Earth," by .Tohn Drinkwater; "The 
Golclen ,Jonrney to Samarkand," by 
J ·ames Elroy Flecker; ''Fires,'' ''Border­
lands,'' and ''Thoroughfares,'' all by Wil­
frid Wilson Gibson; various series by 
Ralph Hodgson, whose poem,, "The Bull," 
is so well known; Mase:field's "Everlasting 
Mercy" and "Daffodil Fields"; Harold 
Monro 's "Before Dawn" and 'Children of 
Love'' ; J ames Stephens' 'Hill of_ Vision''; 
Gordon Bottomley 's ''Chambers of Imag­
ery." 
In the vanguard of the new poetic army 
m'arched Walter de l'a Mare, who has done 
so much to give prosody a breath of life 
and delicate music, and with him (these 
two were friends), Rupert Brooke, who 
has endowed English verse with a new 
force and a new daring---'Rupert Brooke, 
who, dying in April, 1915, inspired this 
poignant dirge by Wilfrid Wilson Gibson: 
"He's gone. 
I do not understand . 
In only kno•w 
That as he turned to go 
And waved his hand, 
In his young eyes a sudden glory shone, 
And I was dazzled with a sunset glow, 
And he was gone." 
Brave work was done by Gibson himself, 
IRJalph Hodgson, John Mase:field, and by 
James Elroy Flecker, who died after a 
long illness in January,, 1915; while J ames 
Stephens, Harold Monro, and D. H. Law­
rence will always be remembered for some 
original, unusual verse within a slightly 
more restricted range. 
What then arr the main "Keynotes" of 
this new poetry1 It almost seems as if 
this renewed life came from a profound 
realisation, by the poets of the time,, of 
Dnnsany 's defining p'assage: ''Of all ma­
terials for labour, dreams are the hardest; 
and the artificer in ideas is the chief of 
workers who out of nothing will make a 
piece of ' work that may stop a child from 
cryinet or lead nations to higher things. 
For ,;hat is it to be a poet¥ It is to see 
at a glance the glory of the world, to see 
beauty in all its forms and manifestations, 
to feel ugliness like a pain, to resent the 
wrongs of others as bitterly as one ' ~ own, 
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to know mankind as others know single 
lllen, to know Nature as botanists know a 
fiower....... '' 'l'hese poets found beauty 
in all things, loved it, and bodied forth 
their emotions in clear and adequate lan­
guage; and their attitude is described in 
Brooke 's ''Great Lover,'' a poem that 
might be taken as the watchword of this 
literary movement:­
"Shall I not cro,wn them with immortal praise 
Whom I have loved, who have given me, 
dared with me 
High secrets? ........... . 
I'll write those names 
Golden for ever, eagles, crying flames, 
And set them as a banner, that me.n may 
know, 
To dare the generations, burn, and blow 
Out on the wind of Time, shining and 
streaming ........ " 
Such is Rupert Brooke's appreciation 
for those persons who have helped him to 
undrrstand: in words no less significant, 
he names some of the things of which he 
delights to write:­
"Sweet water's dimpling laugh from tap or 
spring; 
Holes in the ground; and voices that do 
sing; 
Voices in laughter, too; and body's pain, 
Soon turned to peace; and the deep-panting 
train; 
Firm sands; the little dulling edge of foam 
That browns and dwindles as the wave goes 
home; 
And washen stones, gay for an hour; the 
cold 
Graveness of iron; moist black earthen 
mould; 
Sleep; and high places; footprints in the 
dew; 
And oaks; and brown horse-chestnuts, glossy 
new; 
And new-peeled sticks; and shining pools 
on grass.­
All these have been my lovea." 
Perhaps the deepst note of this lyricism 
i;.; a broad, kindly sympathy, with all man­
kind indeed, but especially with those 
whosr lives are drab and hard. In "The 
Song of Honour,'' Ralph Hodgson, speak­
iug of the many and various songs that 
one ma,v lwar, writes of 
" ...... Many a song as wondrous well 
With pangs and sweets intolerable 
From lonely hearths too gray to tell, 
God knows how utter gray! 
And song from many a house o'f care 
When pain has forced a footing there 
And there's a darkness on the stair 
Will not be turned away"; 
no mere vague and diffuse sympathy, bnt 
that which writes understanding with 
pity. 
This increase of the humane can be seen 
affecting a very different phase of poetry 
-that of Nature; grand sights los·e some­
thing of their grandeur, natural objects 
in general gain something of intimacy, a 
personal colour. Such a tone informs much 
of the work of James Stephens, who 
quaintly revels it in these lines: 
"A poppy is a devil weed, 
I said to him-he disagreed; 
He said the devfl had no hand 
In spreading flowers tall and fair 
Through corn and rye and meadow land, 
By garth and barrow everywhere." 
At other times Nature becomes a thing 
of joy evolved by life and well-nigh per­
fected in the process. Nowhere is this 
aspect of Nature more splendidly con­
veyed than by Lascelles Abercrombie 
(master of an effective blank verse), when 
he says: 
"Life with her skill of a million yeaps' per· 
fection 
To make her heart'·s del'i'ghted glorying 
Of sunlight, and of 'Ciouds about the moon, 
S'pring lighting her daffodils, and corn 
Rip&ing gold to ruddy, and giant seas, 
And mountains sitting in their purple 
clothes." 
Love, too, has grown more vivid, more 
operative, more individualised in the n'ew 
school than it vvas even in a Swinburne or 
a Mackay, who failed at times to realise 
that passion tends to level and unify in­
dividualism to the generic: with Ruper~ 
Brooke and his fellow-poets, it is a love 
felt by ''exultant, strong, earth-passioned 
men with souls of fire,'' to use Drink­
water's phrase. It may be voiced in 
words of winsome description, such as 
llodgson gives us in the stanza: 
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"The song of lovers~who knows how 
Twitched up fro'm place and time 
Upon a sigh, a blush, a vow, 
A curve or hue of cheek or brow, 
.Borne up and off from here and now 
Into the void subl'ime!" 
It may, on the other hand, find expres­
sion, "e:&ultant, strong/' in a concrete 
narrative of passion, as when. D. H. Law­
rence (poet of rich, exotic gen'ius) de­
scribes this scene : 
"And down his mouth comes to my mouth, 
and do•wn 
His dark bright eyes descend like a fiery 
hood 
Upon my mind: his mouth meets mine, and a 
•flood 
Of sweet fire sweeps across me, so I drown 
Within him, die, and find death good." 
That is lyricism of a very personal, yet 
slightly restricted kind. A lyricism hardly 
to be termed other than univers'al is to be 
found in many poems of this period, and 
constitutes a humanised music of, one 
would not say the spheres but, ''the earth 
and all that in it is''; a symphony of the 
human race such as Ralph Hodgson 
hymns, in his ''Song of Honour,'' in poetry 
that so well indicates this modern note as 
to render analysis impertinent. 
"The song of men, all sorts and kinds, 
As many tempers, moods and minds 
As leaves are on a tree, 
As many faiths and oastes and creeds, 
As many hu'man bloods and breeds 
As in the world may be. 
l heard it all, each, every note 
Of every lung and ton'gue and throat, 
Ay, every rhythm and rhyme 1 
Of everything that lives and loves 
And upward, ever upward moves 
From lowly to sublime! 
Earth's multitudinous Sons of Light, 
I heard them lift their lyric might 
With each and every chanting sprite 
That lit the ~ky that wondrous night 
As far as eye could •climb." 
Tn this universal lyricism we find a 
great simplicity; simplicity more marked 
leads often to quaintness; this tendency, 
so strikingly consummated in "John Gil­
pin," has its revival, with the inevitable 
addition of modernity, in many poems of 
our period, as 111 W alter de la l\'Tare's 
''Melmillo,'' "The Mocking Fairy," and, 
above all, "Off the Ground." 
Akin with such quaintness, but lacking 
its simplicity, is exoticism: not affected, as 
unfortunately we feel it to be often in 
Pierre Loti 's Eastern novels, but strong 
and sincere, and therefore the more fas­
cinating. This exotic note finds its amplest, 
most powerful expression in the work of 
D. H. Lawrence, and, there, quite char­
acteristically in the following lines from 
his ''Snap Dragon,'' bizarre, sensuous, 
highly coloured: 
" 'I like to see,' said she, 
'The snap-dragon put out his tongue at me.' 
She laughed, she reached her hand out to 
the flower 
Closing its crimson throat: my own throat in 
her power. 
!tra:ngled, my heart swelled up so full 
As if it would burst its wineskin in my 
throat, 
Choke me in my own crimson; I watched her 
pull 
The gorge of the gaping flower, till the blood 
did float 
Over my eyes and I was blind-
Her large brown hand stretched over 
The windows of my mind, 
And in the dark I did discover 
'rhings I was out to find." 
Directly opposed to this strange exotic­
ism is the distinctly intellectual texture of 
some, the smaller, part of the poetry of 
our period. Occasionally present in Rn­
pert Brooke, it forms the essential fibre of 
the poems of John Drinkwater, who has 
steadily improved his workmanship so as 
to clothe his noble, austere reflections, 
which are informed with restrained enthu­
siasm, in a style that lends them force and 
clarity. Identifying himself with the striv­
ing thiukers of the world, Drinkwater 
writes: 
"Into one hour we gather all 
The years gone clown, the years unwrought, 
Upon our ears brave measures fall 
Across unchar·tecl spaces brought, 
Upon our lips the words are caught 
'Vherewith the cleEtd the unborn call; 
From love to love, from height to height 
We press and none may curb our might." 
That is intellectuality in verse. It is, 
however, coloured with emotion. Bnt much 
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more detached is a curious new fashion of 
handling Biblical subjects, which have 
evoked numerous poems by James 
Stephens. Typic'al of this departure are 
that poet's "'l:he Lonely God," which 
opens: 
"So Eden was deserted, and at eve 
Into the quiet place came God to grieve," 
and Gordon Bottomley 's '' 'l'he End of the 
World,'' beginning­
"The snow had fallen many nights and days; 
The sky was come upon the earth at last, 
Sifting thinly do,wn as endlessly 
As though within the system of blind 
planets 
Something had been forgot or overdriven." 
Such are qualities appertaining to mind 
and matter, many of them significant of a 
widespread leavening of English poesy, 
and representing in some cases a broaden­
ing of the poetic field, in others a more 
vivid individualising of emotions. Only a 
little less momentous are certain changes 
in form. Though none of them are exactly 
revolutionary, yet taken altogether they 
show an aim at a greater simplicity of dic­
tion and at a sometimes naked, sometimes 
exquisitely delicate, 'always adequate 
rhythm. The most ordinary words are 
used in such a way that all their latent 
wealth springs to light both through mas­
terly phrasing and through metrical apt­
ness; such an employment of the common­
est words goes far towards explaining the 
charm of Rupert Brooke 's ''Dining Room 
Te·a'' or Ilarold Mohro 's ''Milk for the 
Cat. '' 'l'his, too, is a phase of the move­
ment towards which John l\'Iasefield and 
Ralph Hodgson have quietly and continu­
ously helped. Nor did it need any pub­
lished declaration of faith in matters met­
rical to encourage Walter de la Mare and 
other delicate verbal artists to seek the 
bea·u tiful, the melodious, the wistful, in 
their musical stanzas. De la Mare shows 
us how he can handle words, as an inspired 
violinist on his instrument, in such a poem 
as "J\iusic" :­
"When music sounds, gone is the earth I 
know, 
And all her lovelier things even lovelier 
grow; 
Her flowers in vision flame, as forest trees 
Lift burdened branches, stilled with e'cstasies. 
When music sounds, out of the water rise 
iNaiads, whose beauty dliJns my waking eyes, 
Rapt in strange dream burns each enchanted 
'face, 
W'ith solemn echoing ,stjrs their dwelling­
placE(.. 
When music sounds, all that I was I am 
Ere to this h·aunt of brooding dust I came; 
And from Time's woods break into distant 
song 
The swift-'winged hours, as I hasten along." 
In some poems by this poet, as by Wil­
frid Wilson Gibson and Harold Monro, 
there is frail fl'ower of beauty, a lyric 
utterance exquisitely modulated, and con­
taining something so fine, so fragile that 
we fear to destroy or besmirch it; a qual­
ity manifested for instance by these lines 
from Monro's work: his "Child of Dawn" 
opens: 
"0 gentle vision in the dwwn: 
My spirit over faint cool water glides, 
Child of the day, 
To thee; 
And thou art drawn 
By kindred impulse over silver tides 
The dreamy way 
To me." 
In some cases, too, we find a wonderful 
tone effect. The same poet's ''Lake 
Lemon'' begins: 
"Ilt is the sacred hour: above the far 
Low emerald hills that northward fold, 
Calmly, upon the blue the evening star 
Floats, wreathed in dusky gold. 
The winds have sung all day; 'but now they 
lie 
F'aint, sleeping; and the evening sounds 
awake. 
The slo'w bell tolls across the water: I 
Am haunted by the spirit of the lake." 
Without carrying to excess their desire 
to make words interpret by their mere 
sound, these "new men" render homage 
to, and revive, Tennyson 's cult of sound 
echoing sense (so cunningly and splen­
didly employed in '' Ulysses'' and ''The 
Lotos Eaters''). A felicitous example 
comes from the pen of Lascellcs Aber­
crom'bie: 
"The jangling of the caravan's long gait 
W.as small as the luting of a breeze in grass 
Upon my ears." 
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''rhis delicacy of metric and aptness of 
phrase, far from becoming an obsession, 
have been counterbalanced by an in­
creased skill and force in narrative verse, 
and, while poetry of plain and direct, 
vigorous and sweeping actions, has found 
a splendid exponent in Masefittld, the dra­
matic lyric has been even more ably han­
dled by its great exponent,, Wilfred Wil­
sou Gibson, whose manner may be 
glimpsed (for illustration in such a case 
must inevitably be imperfect) in this 
passage from ''Devil 's Edge'' :­
"1 woke to hear 
A s~trange voice singing, shrill and clear, 
DQiwn in a gully, blac'k and deep, 
Th:a:t cleft the 'beetling crag in twain. 
It see'med the very voice of dreams 
That driv•e hag-ridden souls ·in fear 
'l'hrou·gh echoing, unearthly vales, 
To plunge in black, slow-crawling streams, 
Seeking to drown that 'cry in vain..... . 
Or some sea-creature's voice ~that wails 
Through :blind, whHe banks of fog uplifting 
To God-forgotten 'Sailors drifting 
Rudderless to death..... . 
And as I heard , 
'rhough no wind stirred, 
An icy 'breath 
Was in my hair ..... . 
And clutch€d my heart with cold despair." 
Such vigour and freshness, frequent ex­
amples of a subtle technique and hannting 
melody, original points of view, potent 
exoticism-rarer than charming natural­
ness, an almost pantheistic lyricism, an 
enriching and ennobling of love and pas­
sion, a closer sympathy with nature, a 
desire to understand and feel for all things 
and, especially, all human beings, these 
we have seen to be the clear-ringing key­
notes of the poetry that first appeared 
unmistakably during the years 1911-J 914. 
ERIC PARTRIDGE. 
--**-­
Why not discuss Politics? 
'Throughout the whole of a man 's acad­
emic education, as distinct from the wider 
education of experie·nce, he has found that 
two of the widest fields of thought have 
always been regarded as out of bounds. 
One of these fields is religion; the other is 
politics. I will not deal with religion in 
this short article; in these days the title 
of heretic is held in honour rather than 
iu opprobrium, and a little investigation 
shows 1that between the one-time jarring 
sects there is now in most cases a distinc­
tion without a difference. This is not so 
in the case of politics. The enthusiasms and 
hatreds which accompanied the religious 
·strife of the 16th and early 17th centuries 
have their present day counterparts in 
the passions of a far different struggle. 
Where once men killed each other on ac­
count of metaphysical differences, they 
now slaughter each other for the crime of 
holding different economic theories. This 
is the more to be deplored since very few 
of the contestants on either side have any 
real appreciation of the theories they are 
supporting. 
We inherit om religion from our par­
ents, and in the same way we inherit their 
party politics. 'l'hc nature of political 
argument compels the discussion of pol­
itics to be set aside in order to obtain a 
more or less harmonious social intercourse. 
The necessity of talking continually on 
ether topics leads the average man to dis­
miss politics altogether from his intellec­
tual field of view. Having continually 
suppressed thought on the subject of 
politics he finally loses his capacity for it, 
and when he ultimately becomes the pos­
sessor of a vote he registers his vote in an 
absolutely mechanical way, and he votes 
just as his father has always done. Now 
the fact that the principles of a party have 
so long gained support is in itself a proof 
that there must be or must at one tirnr 
have been something in thos~ principle~ 
which satisfied the political needs of many 
people. 
On the other hand the programmes pro­
posed by other parties require intdligent 
scrutiny. A man's political opponents are 
not of necessity fools or knaves, and ever,v 
measure, no matter how revolutionary or 
reactionary it may seem, has the approval 
of a considerable body of men. Bnt this 
approval may be granted without any deep 
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knowledge of the issues, and it is here that 
some thought is desirable. Clear thinking 
is especiaHy required in a country like our 
own where the political division is in real­
ity a division based on economic theory. 
In point of fact the Nationalist party stand 
for an individualistic conception of society 
as opposed to the Labour party, whose 
programme is founded more or less ou a 
eollectivi~;t ideaL Each of these concep­
tions of society deserves a thorough inves­
tigation. 
This invest'igation, too, should not be 
eonfined to the two great political divisions 
of the country, but should be extended to 
a consideration of the aims and methods of 
the organisations that lie outside the two 
great camps, and are regarded by both 
sides to a degree as pariahs and outcasts. 
It is no use to sneer •and call these irrecon­
cila'bles, anarchists, Bolsheviks, I.W.W."s, 
and other empty names of the same de­
scription. Years ago the most undeveloped 
forms of Collectivist thought were made a 
bogey of under the name of the Socialistic 
tiger whose wanderings it was averred 
might be traced by a trail of sundered 
marriage ties and broken hearth stones. 
Our political development has now reached 
the stage that even the most conservative 
among us has conquered his fears to the 
extent of daring to pat the animal on the 
head, though not exactly ready to trust 
his head inside its mouth. All these ob­
scure and seemingly ferocious bodies are 
worthy of a little consideration. If a 
man is desirous of revolution he is usually 
found to have some good reason for being 
so. The business of revolution and civil 
war generally is an exceedingly unpleas­
ant one, and that man hardly exists who 
is ready to be made into a corpse or suffer 
mutilation for that most shadowy of 
things-an idea, unless he is convinced 
that the idea is a good one. Most of us, I 
think, will be found agreed that the pre­
sent state of society could be bettered in 
many directions, and that brains and not 
bombs will provide the pleasantest means 
of effecting whatever changes we desire to 
make. 
When we are finished our CO'urses and 
are thrown out into an unfeeling world to 
get our own living we should remember 
that we ourselves are as much members of 
the working class as the manual labourer 
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who if he does not think on the matter 
would incline to arrogate this title to 
himself. We should then keep this fact 
in mind, and not hold ourselves aloof from 
~orking men's movements and organisa­
tions, but should join with them gladly 
and give them the fruits of what is still, in 
spite of its many shortcomings, the best 
education obtainable. Lack of thought on 
political ::mbjects has bro·ught about the 
evils of party government. 'l'here is a 
strong current of discontent which may 
yet sweep away many institutions which 
we have thought eternal. There are indi­
cations that the right of Parliament itself 
to exist as the governing body will one 
day be called int'o question. 
Party government and Parliamentary 
govcrnmeut are to us almost synonymous 
terms. Popular disgust with the wasteful 
method of party government will yet 
bring about its abolition, and the result 
will be that our governing body will be a 
Parliament altered out of all recognition, 
or a fundamentally different 'body. And 
if a body fail to fulfil its function what ob­
ject is there for retaining it? We must be 
prepared, too, to revise o·ur whole present 
day conception of democratic government. 
In many ways it would seem of value only 
as a means to an end, and not as an end 
in itself. 
All kinds of ideas are abroad at tl1c 
present day. About harf-a-dozen equally 
novel social systems might be built on the 
ruins of ours. All these ideas deserve 
attention, and they should be studied in 
the writings of those who are their origin­
ators and not after they have been fil­
tered through the minds of other men. 
For instance if you want to read about 
social experimehts read the works of those 
who took part in the:~p., or who studied 
them on the spot, and do not take your 
'ideas from the daily papers, which are 
meant to be read at breakfast or in lhe 
suburban trains under circumstances 
which are not conducive to reflection. Re­
member, too, not to swallow whole the 
intellectual food which is offered you. 
What use is an education if you cannot 
pick out the grain from the husks? W c 
must J•em.ember that if we cannot keep 
up with the times we m:ay not be so for­
tunate as to be carried. 
I. F. J, 
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Satyrs or Kookaburras ? 
Blessed is he whose simple mind is plain 
enough t'o be blind to his own inconsist. 
encies! The mist of his impulsive radical­
ism spreads over line after line all as void 
of point as those by which newspaper 
editors turn daily into gold-no, hank­
JJotes-the pennies of their readers. Lk 
alone can, in alternate outbursts, yCJarn 
for an Australian literature and upbt·ai.J 
that absurd tradition that Poetry sll'mlJ 
be national. This pagan .admirer ofHugh 
lVIcCrae who, in our last magazine, chal­
lenged with such tumultuous enthusiasm 
Milton, Dante, Coleridge, lVIacaulay, and 
Tennyson, cannot be surprised when he is 
challenged in his turn for imperilling his 
own doctrine by loose expression. Does 
he indeed propose to create .a distinct 
Australian literature unfettered with dis­
tinctive provincialities, this when we share 
our language with so many widely scat­
tered countries, big and small~ Does he 
wish on the contrary that Australians 
should confine their ambitions to forcing 
their entrance into the circle of recognised 
leaders of English literature 1 Both are 
goals worth striving for, but they are not 
the ·same, and cannot be reached at once 
by one individual, however turbulent and 
clamorous with Dionysus' lVIaenad ecstasy. 
The sin of which, in spite of pagan un­
consciousness,. he urgently needs repent­
ance, is the rash way he clips his avowed 
principles of their most fruitful meaning. 
The poet creates new mind, he tells us: 
>vhere comes the creating when he imports 
fat young nymphs and pure-bred satyr.> 
from the recognised poetical stud farms of 
European libraries. The true function of 
the poet, he says again, is to ''mesh us 
with the eX'uberant beauty of the world, 
so that we create out of it a world tenfold 
more lovely." 'This might be the more 
convincing for being less mathematically 
precise in its multiplication, but it is true: 
it is what Greek poets did when they 
taught men to relish the shrill rattle of 
their crickets: why forbid ours to do the 
sanw for the kookaburras' hearty laugh? 
Ts it certain that less beauty can be ex­
tracted from stockmen from the Snowy 
R·iver than out of Arcadian shepherds? If 
it has not been successfully done yet, 
which are to be blamed, the materials Ol' 
the artists 1 
It is a difficult matter, this creation of 
new mind, when it is to be worth preserv­
ing. 'l'he sketches of many hands must 
be discarded before the accumulated im­
petus brings a last artist near enough to 
perfection. Human love is not the only 
one capable of lyrical intensity; it is 
merely the most commonly .accessible. 
Neither is it more universal than love of 
country or love of liquor. While it may 
call more clamorously for articulate· ex­
pression, it is, precisely, for this reason, 
the least fastidious as to the means to satis­
fy its craving. But if all men do not love 
the same country, neither are they ex­
pected to love the same woman, so that the 
poet must differentiate in either case. 
Helene is not Beatrice, no more than Aus­
tralia is Greece. Whether we read Dante 
or Homer our sensitiveness remains the 
same, but not the stimuli working upon 
it, so that, when an artist creates new 
mind, it can only be by discovering new 
ways to set the soul strings vibrating, to 
transform in clear indestructible harmony 
the fleeting emotions obscurely troubling 
every breast, and to open new prospects 
to the longings of a confined imagination. 
We hardly realise how much a poet's 
greatness depends above all upon his un­
derstanding of his public. When want of 
recognition is adduced as a proof of 
worth, what you do is to praise the poet 
for choosing a limited public; otherwise, 
we are being asked to admire him for fail­
ing in his purpose; for speaking Greek to 
a Chinaman; a ground which many might 
elect with personal advantage. 
What is here at stake is, however, what 
is requ).red for endowing us with an Aus­
tralian literature. Where are we to look 
for the mind to be created, for beauty to 
be reveaied and multiplied~ rrhe ans>v.er 
we wish to press is, not in books, but in 
the world around us, the world of which 
our hearts are but a part; the world that 
is known to Australian readers as well as 
Australian writers. These may quite le­
gitimately interest themselves in anything 
else, but let them then not delude them­
selves or us into the fancy that this is Aus­
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tralian literature. . As for . public, the urgent, so numerous are those who may 
choosing is the anthor's, not the critic's serve as living proofs that homesickness 
business. All onr author is called· upon to is an inheritable -disease, more virulent at 
remember is that the same language is 11ot tintes in the second than in the first gen­
to be spoken when he interprets Australia eration, and as deadly as modern religions 
to other English-speaking peoples as when to healthy natural impulses and the joy 
he reveals its beauty to the Australians of life, deadly indeed to those very re­
themselves. The latter task IS the more ligions, 
--**____ 
Nationality and Poetry. 
A Reply .to the Above. 
There are two kinds oi inconsistencies 
that one can find in another's work. The 
inconsistencies that are there and the in­
·consistencies that one brings to the work 
oneself. It is to the latter category that 
the inconsistency that the. above writer 
discovers,, belongs. Only to one whose 
mind has been muddled by academic 
theory as to Poetry and Nationality could 
there seem anything inconsistent in ask­
ing for an Australian literature that would 
not be overwhelmed by the accidental 
trivialities of an existence hrre. As to 
the question of popularity, the case as 
stated by the above ·writer would imply 
that Southey and Moore were greater 
poets than Keats and Shelley, and that 
the rhymester Dennis is the greatest Aus­
tralian poet. McCrae 's satyrs are more 
real than kangaroos; they are not importa­
tions as anyone who will go to the trouble 
of reading McCrae will find. They have 
peered at him round trees: and he has 
heard them stirring among busht>s, the 
sticks cracking beneath their goat-hoofs; 
and he has beheld them piping in gardens 
to the wood-women brown as honey, while 
'the stars flutter and open.' The reply 
above, however ,. is not worth answering 
directly, but it opem; the interesting ques­
tion as to whrthrr portry can be described 
ns national. 
Nothing is essential in Art rxcept thr 
passions that move the blood; no intellrc­
tnal emotion such as love of virtne, no hu­
manitarian stimulus is of any importan~'•! 
as Art. It is possible they have a social 
value outside it, but Art has nothing to 
do with the order of society, and Beauty 
is a relentlessly moral question, and not a 
human one. All Art is the expression of 
desire; its end is not to soothe or to ~ive 
pleasure, o~· to interpret and express ex­
teri1al conditions of life, but to expl·es3 
the individual passion of the artist, striv­
ing with difficulty towards a pre-deter­
mined goal, consumed with a yearning to­
wards an unutterable mental beauty which 
he tries vainly to body forth in the phy­
sica1 material of earth. He is not con­
cerned in the smallest degree with inter­
pretiilg national characteristics. The 
Gi·eek poets may have incidently taught 
their fellows to appreciate the noise of 
their crickets; but it was only incident­
ally, and Sappho would have laughed at 
anyone who told her that her function as 
a poet could be explained away so easily. 
She knew that life was too complex, and 
that while the little people, who are spirit­
ually weak, may take refuge in the purity 
of pretty little chatterings, she herself had 
deeper and stranger things to do. The 
only critic of. poetry can be a poet. ·The 
academic critic who views the whole pro­
Cf'ss from the outside is dominated by the 
difference of forms in the Arts, and also 
be generally holds the profound error that 
architecture is somehow the centre of Art, 
while really . it has nothing to do with it 
at all. Tf we must take one as ,a sta1'ting 
point, let it be music. Music is pre-emin­
ently the expression of desire and it works 
tlircdl)' upon the blood pressure. In a 
musician such as Wagner we find the 
highest expression of intrinsic desire that 
it is possible to attain on earth. The 
whole. misunderstanding as to poetry 
arises from the fact that people fail to see 
that all Art is one, that poetry has noth­
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ing to no with literature or dictionaties, 
but is merely the expression of the same 
element of consciousness that goes to pro­
duce true music. When one really grasps 
the significance of this fact, that poetry 
and the plastic arts and music are all one 
-all a-striving through primitive ele­
ments of desire into complex beauty, the 
real meaning of the three will become 
vastly clearer. Wagner himself said once 
'that 'the most complete work of the poet 
should be that which in its final achieve­
ment becomes a perfect music.' The poet 
and the artist and the musician are all 
tortured and racked by the same mental 
sense of rhythm, with an im.pMs­
ible desire to recapture, each in his own 
form, a tormenting and rhythmic emotion 
that struggles in his brain. All Art might 
'be defined, formally, as an attempt to 
express rhythm through passion. For the 
artist's desperate desire to express himself 
is closely allied to bodily desire ; it is a 
kind of tremendous, supel'fl.uous sexuality. 
And so all Art has sex as its basis, not as 
a mer-e adventitious theme, no more im­
portant than love of liquor. The whole 
trouble has arisen through the academic 
critic who having no ide·a of the real 
nature of poetry as part of the triune 
Art, and only able to see that it is written 
with words, and that novels and historical 
treatises are also written wi'th words,, 
thinks that therefore poetry and novels 
and treatises are all part of the same 
thing which he calls literature. But 
poetry is not wri'tten with words, but, as 
Nietzsche would say, it is written with 
blood. The words are merely symbols by 
which the poet seeks to express his desirr, 
the unattainable rhythms that torture 
him. ];""or all Art is a torture; and th~ 
capacity to express is in one aspect only 
the capacity to suffer. 
It is impossible for our small egotisms 
to accept such wide statements as these. 
It means the sweeping away of a very 
large amount of what we have been ac­
customed to regard as poetry. But Art is 
a moral question, and once we have fully 
learnt its precepts, the second bes't and 
the relatively good lose all interest, and. 
only the absolute achievement remains. 
All of our early national work must go 
then. It may be interesting to us through 
certain associations, but it has nothing to 
do with poetry at all. Call it any other 
name, and it may remain unchallenged; 
but at best it is only trifling. For Art is 
not natural. It is the complex expression 
of certain basic emotions, and though ma­
terial conditions may to a certain extent 
influence its form, they can do nothing to 
that transforming passion that burns 
through them like a body through a thin 
robe. If i't is possible for the poet to 
express his desire through a Kookaburra, 
let him: but there is no need for such con­
tortions. If we had a great musician no­
body would expect him to compose musjc 
about stockriders, any more than anyone 
expected Wagner to write about his 
peasants. The peasants of England are 
not the proper material for an English 
poet. He himself and the infinite subtleties 
of his emotion are his material. All that 
goes by the name of objective Art is in 
·SO far bad Art; it is a cowardly attempt to 
escape from the pressing and tremendous 
problem of self-expression into forgetful­
p.ess of self-the supreme sin. Why should 
the poet who is striving to express in an­
other medium the same direction of mind 
as the musician be shackled in thifl way, 
simply because words admit of formal 
definitions, and can be killed by inclusion 
in dictionaries. We should be glad that 
at last we have two poets who see life as 
too serious and profound a thing to be 
solved by pleasant verses about horse... 
and grey gum trees. 
J. LINDSAY. 
--**-­
Last nigh't I found upon the walk that leads 
Along the summH of .the cliff, 
The pendant cross from off some prayer's 
beads. 
And with the cool and salty whiff 
Of ocean breeze, at play ·among -the weeds 
Nearby, I sought a tree-back·ed >seat 
O'erlooking mile on mile of ·sandy shore, 
Neat border for the silver sheet 
Of moon-kissed water in the bay, which bore 
Upon ·its breast a •tiny fleet 
Of sails. And lwith the image in my palm 
I cried, "0 God, if there be God 
Plant fai-th in me, that I may feel the calm 
Of Faith, before this fragrant sod 
Is turned 'to tomb my heresy. C. B. 
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Caloundra, 1920. 
"We came to Landsborough in the train 
And drove to Caloundra through the r>ain." 
This couplet, which forms the first 
stanza of one of the many extempore bal­
lads sung by the Galoundra biologists this 
year, will serve very well as an introduc· 
tion to some notes on the doings of th·~ 
party. 
'The first detachment, fifteen in number, 
arrived at Landsborough on Monday, 24th 
May. The rain was teeming down, and 
prospects for a good trip seemed exceed­
ingly gloomy. The monotony of a fifteen­
mile drive over wretched and rain-sodden 
roads was v,aried by occasional strolls 
across muddy fiats of sticky, black soil in 
places ·where the automobile transport 
threatened to become "stuck." 
On arrival at the destination, however, 
the outlook became brighter, fo1· Mrs. 
.Johnston, who had arrived the clay before, 
was beaming a welcome. Besicleherwasthe 
Professor whose attitude is described in 
another donplet of the ballad mentionen 
before:­
"The Prof. was standing on the stair , 
Thinking about the Prickly Pear." 
In the background could be descried the 
studious and sombre figure of Mr. Cayser, 
the homely and smiling features of the 
hostess, Mrs. Rooke, and most important 
of all,, the grizzled and cynical figure of 
mine host Mr. David Rooke, lord and 
master of' the Hotel Francis. It is said 
that more than one visitor has left his 
mansion with the m:11ttered comment that 
Mr. D. Rooke is indeed a D-- Rook! 
After a good lunch a trip was made to 
the beach, and the Professor pointed out 
the various topographical features of the 
locality. Wickham Point, Moffat's He:ad, 
and Tooway Creek came in for special 
mention and then the wreck of the 
"Dicky;' was visited. It was when in­
specti~g the "Queen of the Colonies" tree, 
that the Prof. was first revealed to us as 
the possessor of an unusual dramatic abil­
ity. As he told ag,ain the tragic story of 
that ill-fated vessel, his usually prosy 
tongue was moved to an eloquence w'hich 
stirred his audience to their very depths. 
H was a very fervent sigh of relief which 
rose when the raconteur concluded with 
the re-assuring words, '' .... and all were 
rescued at last!'' 
After this thrilling diversion, the r est 
of the afternoon was spent in beach­
combing. With the pride of a Columbus 
the Prof. pointed out the various zones oi' 
the oce:an-beach, which he had first dis­
covered and named many years ago. The 
class was interested enough in Tectarius 
and Melaraphe, but a chilling wind and 
drizzling J'ain somewhat detracted from its 
interest in Te•traclita. By the time the 
Prof. had reached the Sai'gassum zone, his 
class did not care whether Cystiphyllum 
was Dictyota, or Onithochiton was Plaxi­
phora. It's one thought was of tea, and of 
the warmth and comfort of Mr. Rookc 's 
hostery. The beach-combing finish 2rl at 
5.30 p.m., and the weary band retnr•wd 
joyfully to enjoy the luxuries of a 
"c·h,,mge" and "feed." 
"The piano's been there for forty years 
Its beau·tiful tones move us to teal'S." 
We had been warned in advance about 
this piano. Those who had been there be­
fore had said meaningly, " Wait and see," 
and the Prof. had spoken vaguely of 
''some strings in a frame . '' But, even in 
our wildest conjectures we had not pic­
tured .an instrument such as that which 
adorns the parlour of the '' Francis.'' It 
was a wonderful instrument. Its low G 
was majestic and full-sounding; its top' A 
was clear and resonant; but, as for the in­
tervening notes-no pen could adequately 
describe their varied character. " Freddy,'' 
the Padcrewski of the party, ~pent hours 
on end striking the v.arious series of oc­
taves in the vain hope that at least one 
octave would be found in tune. Never­
theless, he was undeterred by this set 
back, and, for the rest of our stay, he con­
tinued to play all the latest "rags" (var­
iations supplied by the instrument). 
"After tea we dance and shout, 
At nine p.m. the lights go out." 
Two explanations are offered of the phe­
nomenal eclipse of the light .at 9 o'clock 
on the first night of our stay at Caloundra. 
Either Mr. Rooke was drunk, or he did 
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not realise the seriousness of his action. 
Next clay, the Prof. and Mrs. Johnston 
pointrd out to our domineering host his 
own real insignificanct'. To this, the stu­
tlents addrd a vigorous rendering of the 
following outspoken couplet:­
"Mr. Rooke, we'll'- have our say, 
And give you •the AXE in the good old way!" 
The combined attack was successful, and 
the offence was not repeated. 
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afternoon as they set off on an expedition 
through the forest primaml which fringes 
on the "Rookery." One might have imag­
ined an Indian tribe on the warpath (a la 
Fennimore Cooper). At the head stalked 
the mighty chief,, 'Arvee the Pear-Killer. 
Nothing escaped his eagle eye as he led the 
way through the trackless wilderness. Be­
hind him came the tribe in single file, fear­
ful and variegated in their gaudy war­
garments, but ever watchful, and obedient 
The Roll 
Next morning there w;as a short excur­
sion to the beach. Several members added 
to the geniality of the party by providing 
sundry burlesque touches in the form of 
unrehearsed 'slides' and 'slips' on the wet 
rocks near M off at's Head. It is pleasing 
to record that very few of the wome'l 
''slipped.'' 
The second detachment arrived in time 
to feed, and, later, to join with the pion­
eers in uproariOins si11ging round the 
piano. The complete party 11ow consisted 
of twenty-seven students (of whom seven 
were women), under the charge of Pro · 
fessor .and Mrs. J ohnston. The supernum­
aries consisted of Mr. Cayser and Miss 
Walker, and the two J ohnstonian larvae, 
J. Harveius and J. MaJudius. 
A queer sight the party presented that 
Call. 
to the signs of the chief. At the rear came 
Alb the Witch Doctor, a learned man, 
skilled in the lore of herbs and plants. It 
was 'to him that the whole tribe looked for 
protection from the barbarous Bryophyta 
and the terrible TU1allophyta. It was not 
long before the danger zone was pass~d, 
and, when out again on the open beach, 
the tribe resolved itself once more •.mo a 
party of students, keen to observe, and 
keener to learn. In drizzling rain th ~ 
party divided: 
"After lunch was over, we donned our raggeu 
togs, 
The Seniors went with Albert, wading in the 
bogs; 
The Juniors went with Harvey·, right along 
the ·shore, 
At first enthusiastic, later, what a bore!" 
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An eloquent epitome of our doings that 
afternoon! 
Next day was the Bribie trip. The glor­
ious journey along Pumice Stone Passage, 
with its magnificent scenery, and its var­
ied natural life-forms, will be remembered 
for many years by the happy student 
band which undertook it. Thousands of 
black swans, swimming gracefully on the 
calm surface of the estuary, made a beau­
tiful sight .as they rose from the water, 
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bring to the Professor specimens they had 
discovered. These he would classify and 
describe with a wonderful infallibility, 
and, when a particularly interesting form 
came to light, he would utter the ''call of 
assembly.'' Like chickens round a clucky 
mother, his proteges would .assemble to 
hear the words of wisdom. 
'fhe party left the oyster-bed at 3.0 p .m. 
and crossed the Passage, landing on Bribie 
at a point near the light-ho:use. The 
"Like ch ickens rou n d a clucking mother." 
disturbed by the steady chug-chugging o£ 
the motor-boat. Overhead a pelican 
soared majestically, and white gulls 
wheeled and screecheu. Across the glit­
tering waters, sombre bitterns could be 
seen flying low along the marshy shore. 
A lauding was made near the end of the 
Passage,, and lLmch w.as attacked vigor­
ously in picnic style. The Prof. having 
told us that the aboriginals used to gather 
amJUally at this spot for an oyster supper 
'an naturel,' a few mollusc-lovers raided 
the oyster beds after lunch, and displayed 
great diligence in the collection of speci­
mens. 
Then came an examination of the "tidal 
forest' '-the estuarine mangroves-and, 
as the party moved slowly along the 
shore, various members continued to 
genial and athletic Mr. Roberts, custodian 
of the light, seemed, with his good wife, 
very pleased to see the party. He showed 
the members over the lighthouse, which is 
the highest in' Queensland, and all enjoyed 
the experience. 
"On Bri'bie beach we walked for miles, 
And Albert's face wa'S wreathed in smiles." 
(We don't think!) 
·The five-mile walk .along Bribie beach, 
although enjoyable enough as an outing, 
was devoid of results as far as specimen­
collecting was concerned. 'Tide and wind 
were adverse, and all were glad to return 
to the boat. A speedy trip home,, a change, 
and a warm meal-how we relished the 
idea! But it was not to be! Out in the 
Passage the engine began to splutter and 
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moan, and finally its spasmodic spurts 
ceased altogether, and we were becalmed! 
It was a hungry, weary, cold and disp1rl.t­
ed party that was towed home about three 
hours later by a rescuing boat. On ar­
rival at the "Francis" there was a con­
certed rush for the dining-room, and even 
the china lobster on the dresser was seen 
to tremble fearfully in his carapace at the 
sight of such voracity! · 
After tea all felt better, .and the piano 
was again put into commission. During 
an interval in the hilarity, Mr. McLeau, on 
behalf of the students, presented the Pro­
fessor with a wallet, and Mrs. J ohnston 
with a glove-case. The Professor is one 
of those men who rapidly endear them­
selves to students. Cultured and scholarly, 
sometimes even austere in c1ass, he is yet 
amiable and no kill-joy when the time 
comes for recreation. Mrs. J ohnston 
proved the very best of chaperones on this 
as ou other occasions. 
Until late in the evening, dancing and 
siugiug made the hours fly. When the 
party finally retired it was to sleep 
soundly and well, all o·blivious of the roar­
ing of the waves and the howling of the 
sea- anemone on the beach. 
On 'fhursday, anothH excursion was 
made to the beach,, and some good speci­
mens were obtained, although tide and 
wind were very adverse. This, the Pro­
fessor explained, w,as not his fault, but 
that of the Senate, who foolishly decree 
that the first vacation should fall at a 
period in the year unsuitable for specimen 
collecting at. Caloundra. 
On Friday morning Mr. Rooke awak­
ened us all at a sepulchrtal hou:r, and, after 
an unnaturally early breakfast, the jour­
ney to Landsborough was begun in an 
aggregation of conveyances, varying from 
an automobile to a "trap." We made 
Landsborough lively for an hour before 
the train came, and, on the journey home, 
we kept our fellow-passengers on tenter­
hooks until Brisbane was reached. At 
Cabooltur-e the inhabitants rapidly dis­
appeared from the landscape at the sight 
of a raving and wild-eyed lunatic, charg­
ing up the platform pursued by a squad 
of excited plain-clothes men. When the 
"looney'' was finally recaptured Cabool­
ture eme1·ged from its hiding place, 
breathing a hnge sigh of relief. 
The meny journey home brought all 
end to the 1920 Caloundra Biology Excur­
sion. It was for all members of the party 
an enjoyable and instructive trip. All 
returned with the consciousness of a well 
spent vacation, and a much fuller realisa­
tion of the glories and myster'i-2s of Na­
ture. 
"INKY." 
--**-­
To Nita-Dead. 
Ah, Nita, here upon this leafy wallk 
Beside the hedge, white dappled by the moon, 
Soft piercing through the Jacaranda limbs, 
Where spirits of dead blossoms' scentful stalk, 
Where antiphonic two cicadas tune 
Thejr song; while oft a wand'ring cloud ha­
dims 
The slo•w manreuvre of the stars: yes, here 
Where hours with thee were wont to fly so 
fast 
Towards the dawn, I grieve that thou art fled 
And Death, my foe so soon. When thou wert 
near 
I thought the shadows faded: when you passed 
I saw the queen rose bow her haughty head. 
But now time drags from day to lonely night, 
From lonely night to uneventful day-
My ears are deaf to all the myriad cries 
Of Nature. Pulsing through the creeping 
light 
Of dawn, the magpie's note sounds far away­
Too far away. The pretty silver-eyes 
Pipe unadmired their after-breakfast song­
My eyes are blind to flower, h'ill and tree, 
Blind even to those little sunlit caves 
Unknown to all of merry-making throng, 
Wherein clandestine creeps the rippling sea 
Backed by a thousand miles of wind-tossed 
rwaves. 
C. B. 
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Nocturne. 
Acquaintances considered him calm,, 
methodical, studious; his friends per­
c~ived his ardent passions, his ambition, 
Ius restlessness. Temperamen tally sensu­
ous, he yet possessed force and energy. 
He fell in love with a young girl. Deeply 
trou'bled, he feared that hisfassion would 
betray him, for she he so desired was 
lively and witty indeed, but one whose 
charm was perhaps more physical than 
mental. She loved him too, but her senses 
lay as yet unawakened. 
. . . . . . . . It was night. 'l'he stars shone 
brilliantly, seductively. The lad was swept · 
off his feet by the girl's unconscious but 
very real attractiveness. She was so de­
sirable; the scent of her disturbed, finally 
intoxicated him. He could no longer stay 
the flood of his emotion. Glowing ques­
tion, tender caress. Suddenly he ceased 
to woo her: evident disenchantment 
showed in her eye'S. '' Y on .... hurt me,'' 
she murmured. Without reply, but with 
heart protesting, he went. She long re­
mained there, still and wondering. 
•* * * 
A study: a man sat there in the soft 
twilight before a table strewn with books. 
With head resting on his clasped hands, 
he seemed to be asleep; but he rose, slowly, 
wearily, his eyes were tired and gloomy. 
M<UJY years had passed, and he had 
ended his long wanderings. 'Travel brought 
no repose to the silent, restless wandered. 
Bitterness coloured his life a drab grey, 
for that girl's failure to comprehend con­
tinued to sting: she had been offended 
with a na.tural response to her own great 
charm. 
* * * * 
During those years, she received no let­
ters from him, heard no news of him. But 
understanding and sympathy for what had 
happened, these came to her slowly, 'yet 
very potently, and with full comprehen­
sion came sadness. 
The sun was setting, cold and ~ale. 
~bsent-mindedly she picked up a book. 
The pseudonym caused her to tremble; 
oply her lover could use such a name, with 
its allusion veiled to all but her. 
* * * * 
:B'rom that time she never abandoned 
her search for him. His address at last 
discovered, she wrote: 'Come to me. I 
understand.'' 
* * * 
He went, full of hope, his bitterness 
vanished ...... Night, sombre, stormy, 
He arrived at her home, and, heart 
athrob, asked for her. 
"We 're so sorry ........ Haven't you 
heard .... .... 1 We will show you her. 
She left you this sprig of rosemary and 
this letter.'' 
ERIC PARTRIDGE. 
--**-­
Biology Lab. Chant. 
Or~anisms in galore, 
Cut •and hacked in every pore; 
First their entrails, then their he•art, 
Then their bones we pull apart, 
Just for love o.f gore! 
Snails, and centipedes, and slugs, 
Beetles, bandicootl!, and bugs; 
Pigeons, prawns, and pis'ces, too, 
Killed, and then, until they're blue, 
Soaked in stinking drugs. 
How we hate the vertebrate, 
Lung·s and .Ussue, skull and pate! 
How the specimens ex·posed, 
More than semi-decomposed, 
Fume and nauseate! 
"Find the muscles of the head, 
This Ray's only three weeks dead," 
Albert says; and, with a smile, 
Points to Viscera and Bile, 
"Som-e day you'll do Med!" 
"INKY." 
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Notes on the Geology of the~Tweed Heads Area. 
Oeology trips may be of value for the 
geological work done, in fact they some­
times are. On the Tweed Heads trip of 
recent date, however,, the social holiday­
ing aspects were not neglected and even 
the most ardent stone-cracker willingly 
refrained from a continued meditation on 
the eccentricities of an ill-used basalt. 
Quite in accordance with Nature's appre­
and the men of short wind an opportunitv 
to breathe again. The descent of the cliff 
staged many pictures which might well 
have made the fortunes of a comic artist. 
At night the "Oyster Bed Hotel" at this 
most excellent w,atering-place was some­
·what startled by an erratic display given 
h.v a band of apparently mentally de­
raugPd road-menders. The entertainment 
On the Geology Excursion. 
ciation of such fossicking expeditionfl the 
weather was not all that could be desired 
from the point of vie\v of the pedestrian. 
Yet even the r,ainy weather and slippery 
roads have their humorous side. 
Burleigh Heads was the first place to 
be afflicted with the enthusiasts. Bur­
Jeigh has a liberal supply of localities in­
teuded by Natnre to be devoted to hill­
climbing tests; and after the party had 
ascended and descended hills innumerable 
and negotiated . multitudinous barbed 
wire fences, there was, perhaps, a -lack of 
appreciation for Prof.'s remark that he 
had just brought us up this hill to show 
us that it was the same as the last. The 
pause on the top of the Heads gave the 
lovers of scenery a chance to be happy 
opened with vocal efforts of somewhat 
doubtful talent and still more doubtful 
appreciation. After high tea, which w.as 
taken in two flittings and enlivened by the 
tmcouth remarks of the' hungry at the 
door, more acustie efforts were resorted 
to. Perhaps, some psychologist may be 
able to give an explanation of the exces­
sive and protracted mirth of a section of 
the human race over the proclamation:-· 
NOTICE. 
All Meals 2/-. 
Kindly pay wa-itress. 
W. H. Johnson, Proprietor. 
The conclusion of this vaudeville was 
abruptly reached at the approach of the 
train which was to convey this male sec­
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tion to the waiting ladies at Greenmount. 
Greenmount proved a most attractive 
residence in spite of the numerous stuffed 
zoological specimens which were .apt to 
confront one on turning a corner or on 
looking around. Altho:ugh the menu was 
by no means scanty, a large section of the 
party was quite capable of going through 
the lot and even then was found able to 
rise and retire in comfort. The atmo­
sphere of this hostel seems so conducive 
to social progress that a small section on 
the first morning was so interested in a 
tete a tete on the vei·andah that they were 
able to forget the breakfast gong. but 
made might suggest that this morning 
bathe was an unappreciated function. 
This, however, was not the case. It was 
only the rising,, dressing, and walking that 
failed to arouse enthusiasm-the dip .at 
the end of the journey quite made up for 
the inconveniences of the prelude. 
The Razorback indeed merited its selec­
tion by the Prof. as the field for one of the 
excursions. After a walk through the 
mud, hill-climbing was again resorted to, 
fdld again the short-winded section found 
opportunity to curse nature for the un­
equal distribution of mountaineering 
ability in mankind. The outcrop, on the 
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nevertheless could express a pained aston­
ishment at the fact that on their arrival, 
fish w.as no longer procurable. 
We have mentioned before that the 
attractions of this excursion were by no 
means confined to the elucidation of geo­
logical mysteries. The members who takr 
no little pride in their aquatic perform­
ances were quite willing to grant that the 
Tweed was not a bad spot for a geology 
trip. Each morning one was a""akened at 
sonw preposterous hour by the call from 
somr no clonbt well-meaning person, 
'Come on, you chaps, aren't. you coming 
for a swim?" After having risPn and 
shivPrrd into a bathing costume thr banrl 
of stragglrrs srt ont for the most distant 
brach to he found in the ncighbonrhood, 
wherr, by reason of its rnfflefl surface and 
strong undertow, the water vv.as desig­
nated "surf." Now the remarks we have 
summit, of .a refreshment kiosk was the 
first formation to be welcomed by many. 
Much time was spent in a detailed exa~-
ination of this phenomenon and its more 
digestive paragenesis. Further along the 
path a browsing cow of homely aspect 
suddenly decided upon giving an ener­
grtic and variated calisthenic display, in­
eluding .among the trailing vines a repre­
sentation of the "Laocoon" group. This 
admirable performance was admired by 
thr party from behind the protecting 
shields of adjacent trees. This rustic path 
led to One Tree Hill, of which the onlv 
thing of note was that, like most so-calle~l 
" One Tree Hills" it was clothed with 
forest giants innumprable. 
Tl1e closing trip was to Fingal. This 
trip, for many rc.asons, was the most up­
IH'Pciatrd of tlw sprieR. One of the main 
rra>;onr; was that by monopolising a motor 
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boat, walking was reduced to a minimum. 
After a fr·euzied search in a qnarry for 
some obscure minerals, the party decided 
that it might be advantageous to see if 
there was anything of interest on the other 
side of the point. Very fine columnar 
strmcture, subjected to a deluge of spray, 
proved an enticing subject for the cam­
eras. But perhaps more interesting pic­
tures were given by demure students en­
veloped in the same shrouding waters. 
A concise account of the geology of this 
district, such as has been at_temptecl here, 
must take into consideration the geolog­
ic.al opinions prevalent in the locality. On 
many occasions during the trip the rather 
worn-out cry of "Looking for gold" pre­
ceeded a host of inquiries from some local 
passer-by. On one occasion a competent 
geologist of the district approached our 
lecturer, Mr. Bregan, who was nosing out 
fossils in a stray quarry, and remonstrated 
with him on the ext1·eme foolishness of 
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looking for fossils in the solid rock,, seeing 
that "they are alw.ays found \ loose on 
top!" 
In closing we wonld like to offer some 
suggestion and hints to future trippers to 
the '!'weed. We will make them few and 
brief. They are :­
1. After spending a whole clay meander­
ing over basalt, it is a misguided policy to 
reopen questions on such basalt in the 
'bedroom. 
2. It is more conducive to the comfort 
of all if each person would kindly refrain 
from walking into the next door room in 
mistake for his or her .aHotted compart­
ment. 
3. One may often desire to be snap­
shotted by camera enthusiasts; but there 
really are moments when one would like a 
little respite from such publicity cam­
paigns, 
F . W. W. 
--**-­
Parodies in Verse. 
[This has been forwarded to us by a cor­
respondent. It consists of extracts from a 
book called "Collections and Recollections," 
by G. W. E. Russell. It was fresh •to us, and 
we hope l·t will be equally fresh to you.-Ed.] 
''In 1872 'Lewis Carroll' brought out 
'Through the Looking-GlasS',' and every 
one who has ever read that pretty work 
of poetic fancy will remember the ballad 
of the 'Walrus and the Carpenter.' It 
was parodied in 'The Light Green' (a 
Cambridge students' magazine under the 
title of 'The Vulture and the Husband­
man.' This poem described the agonies 
of a 'viva voce' examination, and it de­
rived its title from two facts of evil omen 
-that the Vulture plucks its victim, and 
that the Husbandman makes hiS' living by 
ploughing":­
Two undergraduates came up, 
And slowly took a seat, 
They knit their brows, and bit their thumbs, 
As if they found them sweet. 
And this was odd, because, you know, 
Thurn bs are n·ot good to eat. 
"The time has come," the Vulture said, 
"To talk of many things-
Of Accidence and Adjectives, 
And names of Jewish Kings. 
How many notes a Sackbut ha:s, 
And whether Shawrns have strings." 
"Please, sir," the Undergraduates said, 
Turning a little blue; 
"We did not know that was the sort 
Of thing we had to do." 
"We th'ank you much," the Vulture said; 
"Send up another two." 
The base expedients to which an exam­
ination reduces its victims are hit off with 
mnch dexterity in "'l'he 1l1·a t lwn Pn,;s-ee," 
a paroLly of an Amet·ican IJOL'nt which is al­
most too familiar to justify quotation.* 
Torn Crib was his name, 
And I shall not deny, 
In regard to the same, 
What that name might imply. 
But his face it was trustful and child-like, 
And he had the most innocent eye. 
*Bret Harte's "Heathen Chinee." 
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On the cuffs of his shirt 
He had managed to get 
What we hoped had been dirt, 
But which proved, I regret, 
To 'be not•es on the Rise of the Drama, 
A question invariably set. 
In the crown of his cap 
Were the Furies and Fates, 
And a delicate map 
Of the Dorian States, 
And we found in his palms-wh'ilch were 
hollow; 
What are frequent in palms-tha:t is, dates. 
Three "Limericks" from "The Light 
Green,'' in which it sang of the Colleges in 
which it circulated:­
There was an old Fellow of Trinity, 
A Doctor well versed in Divinity; 
But he took t·o free~thinking, 
And then to deep drinking, 
And so had to leave the vicinity. 
AND 
There was a young genius of Queen's, 
Who was fond of explosive machines; 
He blew open a door, 
But he'll do so no more-
For it chanced that that door was the D"an'.1. 
AND 
There was a young gourmand of John'~, 
Who'd a notion of dining off swans; 
To the "Backs" he took big nets 
To capture the cygnets, 
But was told they were kept for the Dons. 
Of all poems in the world, possibly, 
'' Horatius'' has been most frequently 
parodied. An Oxford version of it runs:­
Adolphus Small's, of Boniface, 
By all the powers he swore 
That though he had been ploughed three 
times, 
He would be ploughed no more. 
'fhey said he made strange quantities 
Which none might make but he; 
And that strange things were in his prose 
But they called his "Viva voce" fair, 
They said his ".Books" would do, 
And native cheek, where facts were weak, 
Brought him triumphant through. 
And in each Oxford college 
In the dim November days, 
When undergradua:tes fresh from hall 
Are clu.stered round the blaze. 
When the "!crusted port" is opened, 
And the Moderator's lit, 
And the weed glows in the freshman's mouth, 
And makes him turn and spit; 
With laughing and with chaffing 
The story they renew 
How Smalls of Boniface went in, 
And actually got through." 
In conclusion,, a parody of our well­
beloved Omar :­
MEA•SURE FOR MIDASURE. 
W1ake! for the closed Pavilion doors have 
kept 
Their silence wh'ile the White-eyed Kaffir 
slept, 
And wailed the Ni'ghtingale with "Jug! Jug! 
Jug!" 
Whereat for empty cup the White Rose wept. 
Enter with me where yonder door hangs out 
Its Red Triangle to a world of drought, 
Inviting to the Palace of the Djinn 
Where Death, Alad.din, waits as Chucker-out. 
Methought, last night, that ·one in suit of woe 
Stood by the Tavern-door and whispered 
"Lo! 
The Pled'ge departed, wha:t avails the Cup? 
Then take the Pledge and let the Wine-cup 
go." 
But I: "For every thirsty soul that drains 
This Anodyne of Thought its rim con•tains­
Freewill the CAN, Necessity the MUST; 
Pour off the MUST, and see, the CAN remains. 
Then, pot or glass, why label it "With Care"? 
Or why your Sheepskin with my Gourd com­
pare? 
Lo! here the Bar, and I the only Judge:­
Canine to a degree. 0 Dog that bit me, I exact an hair!" 
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On Football Crowds. 
For some time past there have appeared, 
in the press, innumerable lengthy ac::onnts 
of football matches, both local and afar 
off. It is very noticeable, however, that 
these accounts have been solely restricted 
to the play and the players, the crowd 
being passed over with a meagre reference 
to its size. Now to many observers, the 
crowd, although not meriting by any 
means the same attention as is given to the 
play, is yet of considerable interest, and 
cert.ainly worthy of a few more remarks 
than have hitherto been awarded to it. 
The few notes appended here, based on 
an observation of some recent contests on 
the Domain, have been compiled with a 
view to giving the crowd a little more at· 
tention than it has so far received at the 
hands of local editors. 
A football crowd, composed, .as it is, of 
so many different sides of human nature, 
is a diffic.ult thing to consider under a 
general heading. It is more convenient to 
split it up into types and consider these 
separately. This is the scheme attempted 
here. 
The first of these to be considered is 
what may be called the "Professional 
enthusiast.'' By this we mean the person 
who has no small knowledge of the ele­
ments of the g.ame, and who is personally 
interested in the contest. This individual 
makes himself known by excitedly rushing 
along the line,, keeping level with the cen­
tre of disturbance, and delivering frantic 
appe.als and commands to the delinquents. 
Seeing that these exhortations are uttered 
under conditions of excitement, and that 
different observers are wont to deliver 
contrary remarks to the same unfortunate 
these hints may or may not be taken heed 
of in the game. (It is not quite correct to 
say that they are never acted upon, for ex­
ceedingly humorous situations often arise 
from the players' attempt to rectify him­
self in the sight of some critic. Such re­
marks as "Get that ball out on to the 
wing!'' ''Come on, Fat, don't loaf offside 
there !'' and other similar or more lurid 
exclamations are typic.al of this type. 
The next group, and, by the way, this is 
the class which seems to inctude the ma­
jority of the spectators, comprises the or­
dinary enthusiasts. Whereas the former 
class delivered their remarks to the indiv­
idual, this section restricts itself to gen­
eralities and their chosen remarks may be 
summed up m1der such headings as'' Go it, 
'Vm·sity!'' 'Come on, Reds!'' It is an 
amusing sight to see one of this group, an 
unobtrusive member of society in every­
day life, giving vent to his species of ex­
citement. Every now and then he is typi­
cal of the class, rushing about and uttering 
the same uncouth remarks. But there are 
occasions when he returns to his right 
mind and casts anxious glance·s around to 
see whether his efforts have been receiving 
attention from his fellows. Now this -class 
is not composed excliusively of llllales. On 
the Domain, for instance, the hockey 
players,, while retaining the female char­
acteristics in form but adopting a ''pseudo 
masculinity'' in dress, give vent to their 
remarks to the accompaniment of jump­
ing and waving the club. . 
Both of the above types, although differ­
ing in vocal performances and .acquaint­
ance with the technicalities of the game, 
exh'ibit much the same characters. Both 
are addicted to frantic yelling and heed­
less running. Thi~ last tra-it is very often 
an inconvenient peculiarity as far as the 
more sedlate spectators are concerned; and 
it is a frequent sight on the Domain for 
such an enthusiast to be profusely apolo­
gising to some gaudily dressed r~cumbent 
hockey-player on ·whom he has JUSt trod­
den. 
'There is yet another type of enthu.,iast­
the ''photographic enthusiast.'' This 
person, regardless of the fact that films 
(unused) are of monetary worth, rushes 
uuceasingly along the line, taking innum­
eDable snaps of the incidents of the game, 
whether they be near at hand or in the 
dim distance of the opposite line. The 
favourite picture seems to be the scrum: 
'l'he players are all in the contorted posi­
tions regarded as necessary for the phe­
nomenon. The camera person clashes up, 
points his machine, and retires with a 
picture, more or less excellent, of such_por­
tions of the anatomy not usually submitted 
to the photogr::tpher for special treatment, 
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In contrast to these three types we 
have the undemonstrative looker-on. 'l'his 
person may prefer to watch the match 
either from the security of a more distant 
spot, or, if he desire a closer view, from 
the line itself. At the close of the game 
one may easily distinguish the two. 'l'he 
person of retiring disposition, who chose 
his observation post in the.rear, is of calm, 
unruffied exterior. 'l'he other, however, 
owing t'o the batterings receivedfromother 
enthusiasts, may often be mistaken for 
a member of the defeated team. 
'l'hese remarks, it is hoped, may show 
thati' the football crowd is not an a&'Sem­
blage of simple types, but is of complex 
composition-a many-faceted gem as .it 
were-and quite worthy of a little more 
attention, not only from the press, blut 
from the individuals of the crowd itself. 
F. W . W. 
--**-­
Some Thoughts on Prohibition. 
'' 'l'o booze or not to booze, 
'l'hat is the question," 
which presents itself to the ordinary man­
in-the-street during the present prohibi­
tion campaign. And being neither a drunk­
ard nor a fanatical wowser, he finds 
himself puzzled and confused by the ne­
cessity for deciding between the various 
issues as presented by' the contending 
parties. Obviously, since neither of t~e 
alternatives-for, since State control 1s 
understool to mean ultimate prohibition, 
there are onlv two-offers a real solution 
to the proble~n, it was inevitable that the 
rival campaigners should endeavour to 
completely cloud the issue with a dust of 
the herd of voters in their own particular 
direction on polling day. This, of course, 
irrelevancies to enable them to stampede 
is the prime necessity to successful elec­
tioneering or referendum carrying, and 
the prohibitionists are particularly guilty 
in this respect. 
'l'he underlying moral issues therefore 
are so neglected in the prevailing party 
strife that the duty of reimporting into 
the discussion some sanity devolves on 
any one with the ability to env_isage both 
sides of the shield at the same time and to 
seek the truth of the matter, which, as 
· John Stuart Mill wisely remarked, is 
generally shared between the parties to a 
dispute. 'l'he writer, who ne~ther owns. a 
brewery (nor such an mterest m 
one ~s won Id be acquired during 
a life time by even a moderate 
drinker) nor feels compelled to 
preach the true faith by singing ''My 
(11-iuk is water bright,'' makes no apology 
for accepting the duty thereby imposed 
upon him. Though he may lack the in­
spiration felt by the entltusiastic drinker 
of either beer or water, his lack of per­
sonal bias to oue side or the other gives 
him one qualification if he possess no 
other. 
'l'he movement for prohibition then ap­
pears to be based on two fallacious as­
sumptions: 
1st, 'l'hat drink, and not drunkenness, is 
the evil to oe attacked. 
2nd, That it is possible and desirable to 
abolish drinking by legislation. 
In the first place, then, while drunken­
ness is an admitted evil, which is fostered 
by present-day public-houses, and while 
these are recognised as a blot and a scan­
dal in any city, this is not sufficient justi­
fication for the attempt to abolish all 
drinking. Drink may or may not be harm­
ful to the individual. The writer thinks 
that it is, but doctors differ and no finality 
is possible. Moreover, while all doctors 
agree in stating that excessive drinking is 
harmful, they attest equally emphatically 
that excessive eating is equally harmful. 
Intemperance in drinking is bad for the 
health; so is intemperate eating, or intem­
perate indulgence in smoking, working, 
loafing, worrying, or any of a h1undred 
aud one other luxuries and habits of pre­
sent-day civilisation. Moreover, it would 
appear, since its harmful effects are more 
readily discerned, since nature's warning 
follows every indulgence more speedily 
than in most other cases of over-indul­
gence, it would appear the least danger­
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ous of all. A man may easily work or 
worry,, or overeat himself to death with­
out being aware that he is even injuring 
his health,, in drinking this is not possible. 
In any case, where the only compe­
tent authorities differ, the average man's 
knowledge of the question can only be a 
particular opinion and not an absolute 
fact. He must take the opinion on trust; 
if he believes it he is entitled to act on it. 
B1ut since it rests on this uncertain basis 
of faith he is not entitled to impose it o,n 
anyone else by any other method than by 
persuasion. 
Advocat~s of temperance or of teeto­
talism are therefore entitled to all the 
rights possessed by the advocates of any 
other religion and no more. This does not 
include the right, even if supported by a 
majority of ·the electors, to place on the 
statute-book a measure making the accep­
tance of their faith obligatory on the part 
of every citizen. 
In the second place, then, since temper­
ance is a moral virtue, it is not desirable 
that it should be promulgated by means of 
law. The rights of the State to control 
the actions of the citizen, and their lim ita­
tion cannot be better stated than in the 
classical words of Mill: ''The sole sole 
end," he says, in his "Essay on Liberty," 
''for which mankind are warranted, indi­
vidually or collectively, in interfering 
with the liberty of action of any of their 
number is self-protection. 'l'he only pur­
pose for which power can be rightfully 
exercised over any member of a civilised 
community against his will, is to prevent 
harm to others. His own good, either 
physical or moral, is not a snfficient war­
rant. lie cannot rightfully be compelled 
to do or forbear because it will be better 
for him to do so,, beca'usc it will make him 
happier, because in the opinions of others, 
to do so would be wise or even right. 'fhesc 
are good reasons for remonstrating with 
him, or reasoning with him, or persuading 
him, or entreating him, but not for com­
pelling him, or visiting him with any evil 
in case he do otherwise. 'l'o jnstify that, 
the condnct from which it is desired tn 
deter him mnst be calculated to prodi1ce 
evil to some one else.'' ']'he jnstificatiou 
for this is the fact that a man's freedom 
to choose his own line of conduct is an im-
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portant element in both his happiness and 
his character. 'The energetic t<'lllJWrance 
aud other reformers who find a pecnliar 
pleasrire in framng code of conduct for 
other men neglect this truth because they 
attach no importance whatever to the 
fact that a man likes to frame his own 
code of conduct. 
'This is undo•ubtedly the most important 
aspect of the question. While freedom of 
action involves risks in every sphere, and 
while, in the words of Bernard Shaw, it is 
always easier to forbid a person to walk 
near a dangerous precipice than to fence 
it in and make it safe for the passer-by, 
the legislative erection of negative sanc­
tion, which limit the conduct of the indiv­
idual in cases which affect himself alone, 
must prove fatal to the development of 
individual initiative, responsibility and 
resource. Character is developed only by 
extending the sphere in which individual 
freedom of decision and action operates, 
and it is by the removal rather than by 
the extension of legislative prohibitions 
that progress must come. 
Moreover, the carrying of prohibition 
in America during a revival of the old 
puritanical spirit-made possible only 
through the universal acceptance of the 
narrow gospel of efficiency and through 
the emotional disturbance caused by the 
war-makes the further extension of pro­
hibitive measures .unlikely. If this is so 
we may soon expect to hear from the ma­
lignant megalomaniacs (which is merely a 
dictionary word for" wowser") a further 
c1·y: ''Drinking is a sin ! Smoking is a Rin! 
Dancing is a sin! Enjoying yom·self is a 
sin! and shall rapidly appr·oach the posi­
tion envisaged by a nineteenth century 
noYelist whose hero, rendered desperate 
b~' the State regulation of marriages, and 
the laws against licking postage stamps 
and sleeping in closed rooms,, proceeded to 
the post office and boldly licked a stamp, 
choosing incarceration in a State asylnm 
for the insane rather than the restrained 
and Rnpervised liberty he enjo~red with­
ont. 
In the comparatively few cases where 
drinking is carried to excess under cir­
cumstances which inflict misery or suffer­
ing on others, and in which cases alone 
State interference is justified, the enforce­
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ment of existing laws relative to the sup­
plying of intoxicants to ''habitual drunk­
ards,'' against whom complaints have 
been made in the interests of their depen­
dents is all that is required. Here the in­
dividual's liberty must be curtailed in 
the interests of the community, and it is 
apparently the existence of s'uch cases 
which provides the most important plank 
in the prohibitionist platform. When it is 
removed the house of cards falls to the 
ground. 
In the present case, then, neither prohi­
bition nor continuance appear desirable. 
State control would appear as the only 
effective alternative. It makes public 
house reform in the interest of the pur­
chasing public possible, since the State 
may do what no private licensee is ever 
tempted to do-abolish the bar and its 
unlimited profits, and institute a more 
healthy social environment by erecting 
open cafes or beer gardens. This may 
gradually eliminate drunkenness by mak­
ing the presence of respectable women in 
hotels possible. If this can be done State 
control need not lead to the legislative 
abolition of an evil which will have ceased 
to exist. 
Furthermore, as a practical suggestion 
to all temperance reformers. While the 
paths of conversion to the true faith by 
direct action, or rather persuasion will 
still be open, a policy which is se;erely 
''anti,'' negative or destructive, which 
aims merely at reducing a person's de­
mands for drink, or at eliminating his 
drinking habits can never be as success­
ful as one which aims at constructive 
work. The provision of other interests, 
other tastes,, other habits, for those of the 
drunkard is worthy work. The State 
will continue by the victory of either 
"'State control" or "continuance " to de­
rive considerable revenues from the drink 
traffic, which would have ceaS"ed with the 
carrying of prohibition. Without any 
further loss to the State than is already 
contemplated these funds could be imme­
diately applied to the erection of a State 
Conservatorium of Music with a State 
Orchestra and several concert parties 
touring the country continuously and giv­
ing entertainments in auditoriums, con­
structed in every big centre from the same 
abundant revenue. This would at once 
tend to develope a higher level of morals 
and taste in the community, would give 
further avenues for individual develop­
ment and would do more to eliminatt> 
the drink evil than a thousand prohibition 
campaigns. 
F. GORDON CRANE. 
--**-­
A Movement to Reform. 
It is pleasing to note that there exists in 
our studious community ,a, small group of 
men with truly progressive ideas. This 
little band of brothers, heedlesS' of the de­
rision of their unthinking fellows, have 
succeeded in carrying into effect reforms 
which will undoubtedly pave the way for 
many radical changes in the £uture. I 
refer, of course, to those brave pioneers in 
dress reform, who do their work under the 
name of the No-Hat Brigade. 
The movement for Rationalism in Dress 
began with the discarding of headgear by 
<l few of the advanced thinkers from the 
ft·aternity of St. John. Persecuted and 
despised by the mediocrity around them, 
these few intellectual and moral giants 
remained firmly rooted in their convic­
tions and serenely disdainful of criticism. 
Gradually converts to the Cause began to 
appear, and to-day the disciples of the 
new cult are myriad. To a man they are 
convinced that the Hat is a useless en­
cumbrance, · detrimental alike to health 
and comfort, productive of headaches, 
prematllre baldness and hatter's bill'l, and, 
in gener,al, a bane to Humanity. Their 
ever-increasing influence is having the 
effect that soon the Hat, with its attendant 
evils, will have disappeared from use alto­
gether. 
It is admitted, of course, that the human 
pate, rendered delicate by centuries of 
hatting, must have some protection from 
the burning rays of the Queensland sun or 
the chilling breath of the midnight winter 
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.air. The remedy is easy and obvious. 
There must be no more hair-cutting. Each 
individual must develop a CrOp Of haiL' 
which will act as a thatch in summer and 
a Balaclava cap in winter. This scheme 
has the added economy in barber's bills, 
and, with ,a hair-cut at one and six, the 
saving will be considerable. 
Under the new order, poets will be at a 
slight disadvantage; for, with all man'kind 
long-haired,, the poet will have to discover 
some new type of distinctive appearance . 
This could be overcome no doubt, and, in 
any case the real marks of ,a poet-wild 
eyes and a dissolute appearance-would 
still be a hall-mark of quality. However, 
despite this doubtful infringement of 
trade-mark reguilltions, the new movP­
ment sho:uld flourish; and we may assert 
with confidence that the ,aesthetic gain 
will be considerable. The flowing locks 
of one devotee will form a fine contrast 
with the tumbled curls of another; while, 
as for those fortunate few possess of what 
is known as "red" hair (whether it be 
nlddy, auburn, scarlet, cerise, crimson, or 
tangerine), they will be crowned with a 
flaming aureole, radiating heat and light, 
in ,all directions. 
It is not too ruuch to suppose that more 
reforms in Dress are to follow. ''l'he stiff 
collar is already doomed, and with it the 
attendant evils of ties, socks, and hand­
kerchiefs, the sale of which renders so 
many mercers opulent and profiteerish. 
Trousers will disappear before the wave of 
Rationalism and their place will be taken, 
no doubt, by a form of abbreviated kilt,, 
made of sacking or other cheap but ser­
viceable material. 'l'he coat will be slower 
to disappear, as its use, in one form or 
another, is rooted firmly in the traditions 
of the race. The tog.a will probably be re­
vived, and in this respect a fur,ther saving 
of material may be effected. Why not 
combine the institutions of bed-clothing 
and dress f In summer the sheet could be 
worn-on hot days a pillow-slip would 
suffice-and in winter a blanket, or even 
two, could be used as a toga. Consider 
also that here is a most efficient method of 
securing a perfect airing of the bed-cloth­
ing! 
As the Movement grows, we can expect 
to see clothing diminish more and more. 
Its place will be takerl by the hairy suit 
which once protected our ancestors the 
cave-men. Scientific cul•tivation could 
speedily restore the natural covering. 
Liberal applications of patented hair-suit 
stimulants such as "Thatcho" and "Nu­
airon, '' together with cocoanut oil baths 
and persistent follicle massage, would 
produce an abundant grow·th of hair upon 
the most cherubic of smooth skins. With 
the approach of winter man could. go 
shaggy and unkempt, heedless of the 
severity of the biting westerly or the 
frosty nip of the clear night in June. With 
the return of summer, clipping and singe­
ing would ensure comfort and a well­
dressed appearance. 
The weaker sex, no doubt, would be less 
amenable to the l~ationalistic theories. 
'l'heir natural vanity would feel the want 
of dress and its extravagance. However, 
most of them would see the light in time; 
and in any case, there is always the fig-
leaf! . 
So the disciples of the New Cult can 
visu:alise great possibilities arising from 
their propaganda and example. · It is cer­
tain that, if enthusiasm and perseverance 
count for anything, a phenomenal success 
should attend their efforts. 
"INKY." 
- -**--
Rondeau. 
[Written after contemplating the congestion of tram-cars.] 
ln Brisbane trams are seats, perhaps, 
Provided for some lucky chaps; 
But many are compelled to stand 
Supported by an upthrust hand 
Entwined amid the greasy straps. 
Conductor men with bags and caps 
Squeeze, ticket-punching, through the gaps, 
Like sardines live m'idst sardines canned, 
In Brisbane trams. 
Oh, when will those who rule this land 
Make Mr. Badger understand 
That men who pay to hang on straps 
Would sometimes like a •seat, perhaps, 
In Brisbane trams, 
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Inter-University Sports. 
THE MELBOURNE TRIP. 
Early on 'l'hursday, 20th 1\'Iay, we, who 
might justifiably have been called the first 
(~twemlland '\'arsity !Representative 
Eight, left Brisbane. Our first day "en 
was given a harsher name, but we had to 
grin and bear it. The same afternoon 
we went to the sheds to look for our boat, 
oars and shecl. We found them all and 
had a short row-incidentally a very bad 
The Inter-'Vat•sity Eight. 
route ' ' ·,yas not without its excitement, as 
at Ilelidon we were pushed out of our 
eaniage, which had developed a "hot 
box,'' allll shortly afterwards our train 
slaughtered a poor little calf. 'l'hese, to­
gether with a friendly game of cards, 
helped to relieve the monotony of the long 
Queensland trip. 
At Albury, t\vo mornings later, we 
caught our first glimpse at the Sydney 
eight, and a hefty lot of chaps they 
looked too-not too hefty to daunt us, 
ho\\·ever. 
We arrived in Melbourne on Saturday,. 
22nd May, at 1 p.m. We were met at Spen­
cer Street by some of our old Queensland 
pals and driven to our hostel-by some it 
one, but as we had not been together for 
a week this did not perturb us. 
On Sunday morning we found out just 
how bad a crew we were, for it was on 
this day we had our first row with Dr. 
· Disher-o·ur Melbourne coach. None of 
us felt that we were quite big enough for 
our clothes after that row. On Monday 
we settled down to hard work. For the 
first week this was not exactly a pleasure 
trip for us, as some would imagine. We 
worked very hard and had very little time 
for ourselves. At 7.45 when we rose we 
went straght on to the esplanade for a 
brisk walk. Straightway after breakfast 
we went to the sheds for our morning 
row. Another row at 3.30 p.m. effectually 
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cut ont any afternoon frivolity, and we 
all had to be abed by 9.30. This was the 
hardest rule to keep,' but on the whole we 
were fairly temperate. 
'l'his training week of ours was l\lel­
bourne 's big week." Edward, Prince of 
Wales, landed there on the 26th, followed 
next day by the arrival of that colossus, 
''Renown,'' and on Friday by the review 
of the fleet. Our fa vo·urite occupation 
"out of the boat" was to look round and 
marve I at a11 the decorations in Me!bonrM 
in our honour, and we wish to thank the 
Defence authorities for reviewing the 
fleet outside our windows. 
Saturday, 29th l\Iay, was, of conr~c. our 
day. ln the morning we thoroughly 
looked over our boat, and a picture sh•' 
was, too. She had been polished, and 
being a fine boat and our having a good 
set of oars pnt much confidence into ns . 
ThP nwe started at :3.30 p.m. Four boats 
WL're lined up together-QueL·nsland, Adl'­
• laiL le, 1-lelbourue, and Sydney. We 
started, as usual, badly, bnt soon picked 
up, and rowing about 30, caught and 
passed all other boats. Adelaide, rowing 
about 28, called for a dozen after half <t 
mile, and here they passed us . Our sprint 
kept ·us well with them and gave u,; 11\l 
extra half length on l\Ielbourne. At tlw 
mile and a half we were still well ahead of 
1\lelbourne and Sydney, with Adelaide 
about a length ahead of us. We wer8 
still going at about 30,, and thus we held 
_our lead until the last bend, when l\Tel­
bourne, rowing beautifully, passed us. 
tlydney, however, we had well in hanrl 
and we finished in the order: Adelaide, 
1\'Ielbourne, Queensland, and Sydney. We 
had rowed our best race and we hw.Jrtilv 
congratulated those ahead of us, kn1wing 
them to be better crews. 
And then we were happy with no more 
training and ~troke no longer running 
after us and trying to get us to bed. Sat­
m·day ended nicely ·with a dinner, at 
which the popularity of our crew was 
made manifest by the reception given to 
our coach and stroke. 
Novv there but remains to thank those 
who helped us. Mr. Colclough, who wor­
ried us th1·ongh onr prE'liminary stages a11Ll 
stayed with us until we left for the South. 
Dr. Disher, who so ably coached us ill 
Melbourne, and gave us the finishing 
touches, which ran us into a place. Mr. 
Keith Hallam, who helped us a great deal 
and took ·us out when coach could not . 
.B'ootscray Rowing Club, who loaned us a 
fine boat, much better than our own. 
Yarra Yarra Rowing Club, who housed ns 
and our boat during training. :B'inally,, all 
l\Ielbonrne fellows with whom we came in 
contact-all sportsmen, good and true. 
THE INTER-UNIVE1RSITY ATHLETIC 
CHAMPIONSHIPS. 
SYDNEY, 1920. 
Ideal weather conditions prevailed on 
the afternoon of :May 26th 1920 when 
the Inter-University 'Athletic Ch~mpion­
ships were decided on the Sydney Univer­
sity Oval. The grounds were in perfect 
comlition, and the contest y,·as witnessed 
b.v tbe Governor of Nt•w Sonth WaleR an1l 
Lady Davids9n and ove1· t\\·o thonsan.l 
spectators. 
The meeting was unauintOusly pro­
claimed the most successful since the in­
ception of the Inter-Universitv Athletic 
·Competitions. 'The fact that· four pre­
viously existing records ''"ere lowered, and 
a fifth equalled, out of a total of ten events 
is convincing evidence of the ex:;eptionally 
high standard of the pn·forlllances, and 
adequately justifies th' tlecision above. 
R<'presentatives from tlw lTniversitics of 
1\lelbourne, SyduPy, and (~11ecnsland 
grappled for honours. Adelaide had in­
tended sending a team, but \va:; prevented 
from doing so at the eleventh hour. The 
struggle for the title of '' ,Champion Uni­
versity,'' however, was fought out be­
tween Sydney and l\'Ielbourne-the repre­
sentatives from onr University being un­
able to dispute seriously the prowess of 
the champions from the larg2r Univer­
sities. Although naturally a little dis­
appointed in returning home without 
laurels, the student athletes from the 
"Baby University" felt no disgrace in 
their defeat by the record-'breaking cham­
pions of the day. 
It is hard to discriminate between sev­
eral of the races and pick out one as the 
most t>xciting race of the day, but person­
ally 1 think the 4-!0 yards championship, 
which was won by W. Hutton, of Sydney, 
in 50-4/ 5 seconds is the finest run race I 
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have ever watched. This event was very 
wisely put down as the last on the pro­
gramme, and as the ''quarter'' is gener­
ally recognised as the hardest and most 
strenuous race of all, I would suggest to 
any who should ever have the task of 
tlra wing np a programme of athletic 
events,. that they pay more attention to 
the position of this race with respect to 
the others. 
Punctually at 2.30 p.m. the six repre­
sentatives in the 100 yards championship 
got on their marks and from the very 
start of the first race to the brilliant finish 
of tlw J40 yards ellUJupionship there was 
not a hitch of a11y desc:ription in the pro­
gramme. 'f'he SUlllllHlry below shows, at J:t 
glan~e, the results, the order in which the 
races wen~ run, and the times of the differ­
ent racl's; also the heights and distancf"'> 
attainerl in the field games. [Sydney (S), 
Melbourne (M) .j 
1. 100 Yards Championshipl.-1 J. H. Lead­
ley (8), 2 D. W. Gale (M). 'Time 10-215 secs. 
2. High Jump.-1 J. K. Harbison (8), 2 H. 
W. Harbison (M). Height 5H. 9ji:ins. (Inter­
University record.) 
3. Hammer Throw.- 1 T. B. Dodds (M), 2 
A. Mackay (8). Distance 104ft. Sin. (Inter­
University record.) 
4. 120 Yards Hurdles.-1 K. B. Fraser (8), 
2 H. W. Harbison (M). Time 16-415 secs. 
5. 220 Yards Championship.-! J. H. Lead­
ley (8), 2 W. Hutton (8). Time 22-315 secs . 
(Inter-University record.) 
6. Broad Jump Championship.-- R. J. Hon­
ner (8), 2 K. B. Fraser (8). Distance 22ft. 
Hins. 
7. One M He Championship.-:-1 W. E. Mac­
millan (M), 2 L. W. Tunley (8). Time 4mins. 
37-41 5secs. (Inter-University record.) 
8. Putting the 8h<Yt Championship.-! 0. E. 
Nothling (·8), 2 T. B. Dodds (1M). Dista.nce 
35ft. 7 ~ins. 
9. 880 Yards Championship.-! 18. J. 
Young (8), 2 W. E. Macmlillan (M). Time 
2mins. 5-4 I 5 secs. 
10. 440 Yards Championship.-! W. Huttoa 
(18), 2 R. J. Honner (<8). Time 50-4 I 5 secs. 
(Equal to previous Inter•University record.) 
As this sports gathering of 1920 will un­
doubtedly be long remembered by those 
whose privilege it was to participate 
therein, aud will always retain a foremost 
place in the annals of Inter-University 
Athletics, a few remarks on events iu 
which new records were establish might 
be of interest. 
The first record to be broken was in the 
Hammer 'l'hrow. T. B. Dodds, of Mel­
bourne, in a splendid effort, succeeded in 
hurling the weighty sphere 104ft. 6inl:l., 
there'by raising the previou~:>ly existing 
record of 84ft. lin. by more than 20 feet­
a wonderful achievement without doubt. 
This throw was sensational in more ways 
than one, for it narrowly missed falling 
among three of the 220 yards sprinters 
who were crossing the grounds, prepara­
tory to drawing for places at the start of 
their race, and buried itself in the turf at 
their feet. 
It was a treat indeed to see J. K. Har­
bison of Sydney establish a new record by 
leaping 5 ft. 91 inches. II. W. Harbison 
of Melbourne, who is the Australian Higit 
Jump Champion, certainly had "stiff" 
luck for, after failing three times at 5 feet 
9± inches (thus being out of the compe- ' 
tition) he followed his cousin over when 
the bar registered 5 feet 91 inches. 
J. H. Leadley created a sensation by 
winning the 220 yards championship in 
22-3/ 5 secOll(ls-3/ 5 of a second over 
evens-thereby lowering the previous re­
cord by 1-5 of a second. 
The one mile championship was a won­
derflul exhibition of physical endurance 
al1'd grit, and congratulations were show­
ered on W. E. Macmillan when he covered 
the distance in 4 minutes 37-4/ 5 seconds, 
thus lowering the previous record of 4 
minutes 39 seconds, which had stood for 
23 years, having been established 'by E. E. 
Webster of Melbourne in 1897. 
I have already paid tribute to the 440 
yards championship, won by W. Hutton 
of Sydney, and as one who has had per­
sonal experience of ''quarters,'' I should 
name thil:l race .as the finest of the day. 
At the conclu,sion of the afternoon's 
programme, Sydney was found to have 
annexed 21 points and Melbourne 9, while 
Queensland failed to ''open her account.' ' 
It would not be out of place however, and 
only fair to the Queensland team, to men­
tion here that five of Sydney's representa­
tives were Queenslanders who contributed 
6 points towards Sydney's total. These 
students would, in all probability, have 
been representing Queensland University 
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ag1a.inst the southern Universities, if only 
we had a school for Medicine here. 
'That Queensland produces the right 
material is shewn by the facts above, and 
if this article should, perchance, catch the 
eyes of the "powers that be" they may 
here discern further grounds for the es­
tablishment of a Med. School, the effect 
of which would 'be to retain such athletic 
talent in our own State and have as our 
allies in the playing :fields those who are 
now our rivals. 
In the evening a most enjoyable dinner 
was given to the visiting teams by the Syd­
ney Athletic Club in Paris Ho.use. In the 
course of the evening, the health of the 
visiting teams was drunk, the captains of 
the Melbourne and Queensland teams re­
sponding. When the Queensland captain 
and his two confreres struck up "For they 
are jolly good fellows" in the most melod­
ious of strains ( ! ) there was a ripple of 
kindly laughter,. which however, turned 
to an outburst of shrieks, when the tri'O, 
having completed their song of good fel­
lowship immediately" gave 'em the axe­
right in the neck.'' 
Let me, in conclusion, draw attention 
to the lamentable lack of enthusiasm on 
the part of the physically :fit men under­
grads. in athletics-a branch of sport 
which is undeniably one of the most bene­
ficial exercises in the mus0ular develop­
ment of the body: The popular adage 
"All work and no play" etc., is as tru·e 
as it is hoary, and to none is it more ap­
plicable than t'o the University Student; 
moreover, ''what does it profit a man'' if 
he develop the mental at the expense of 
the physical, especially when the combina­
tion of mental exercise and physical exer­
cise can be worked together so harmon­
iously. It is sound advice that might as 
well be taken to heart that: ''In order 
to work hard one must play hard.'' 
At the meeting of cleleg.ates from the 
three Universities in Sydney on May 27th, 
it was proposed to hold the next Inter­
'Varsity sportR in Brisbane. With this 
possibility in view then, it behoves the 
men nndergrads. to get into training early 
and to endeavour to gain laurels for 
QueenRland in the carnival next year. 
V. C. CLARKrSON, 
Captain U.>Q.A.C. 
INTER-'VARSITY FOOTBALL. 
This year's football season was markecl 
by the match with the Sydney Tarsity 
League team. 
On ·'ruesday, June 9th, the team tra­
velled to Sydney, and on their arrival 
were welcomed by members of the Sydney 
team and league officials. The team put 
1np at the Oxford Hotel and made :final 
preparations for 'the match. 
On Saturday, June 12th, Sydney and 
Queensland Universities' Amateur League 
teams met in the "curtain-raiser" to the 
England v. New South Wales match. The 
game >vas played before a huge crowd of 
60,000 people, and as one paper said, ''it 
put the large crowd in a good hurnor for 
the big match, and kept them constantly 
cheering and on the tip-top of excitement. 
The game was fast and exciting .md it was 
a capital exhibition. 
Fisher lost the toss, and Sydney kicked 
off with a fair breeze. McLeod,. for Syd­
ney, and Clarkson, for Brisbane, soon be­
came prominent, but good tackling on 
both sides prevented scoring. The ball 
went up and down the field at a great 
r.ate, and then from half-way McKillop, 
kicked a fine goal from a penalty. Syd­
ney 2, Brisbane nil. In play again, Syd­
ney pressed and working the blind from 
a scrum, McLeod gave to Gwynne, who 
scored, and McKillop converted. Sydney 
7, Brisbane nil. On resuming Brisbane 
attacked, and Browne breaking through 
from a scrum, made .a :fine run, but lost 
the ball. Freeman, however, gathered, 
and scored under the bar. McCulloch 
converted. Sydney 7, Brisbane 5. Syd­
ney kept up the pressure, however, and 
scored two more tries through McLeod 
and Flattery, neither of which were con­
verted. Half-time came with Sydney 13, 
Brisbane 5. 
The game, on resumption, was hard and 
fast, and Sydney .attacked with the result 
that Gwynne scored his second try, which 
was not converted. Sydney 16, Brisbane 
5. Brisbane rallied and carriecl play into 
'Sydney "25." From a scrum the ball 
travelled to Clarkson on the wing, and 
with a :fine dash he scored in the corner. 
The goal was missed. Sydney 16, Bris­
bane 8. Brisb.ane kept up the attack, and 
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cleverly cutting through iupa:>sed to the 
forwards, an excellent. passing rush, ended 
in l\fcLean scoring. The kick failed. Syd­
ney 16, Brisbane 11. Play now became fast 
and exciting, and another splendid pass­
ing rush >vas just stopped on the line . 
Sydney,. however, rallied, and attacked 
strongly. Fisher w,as now injured and 
had to leave the field, and Sydney scored 
two tries in quick succession, both being 
converted . Sydney 26, Brisbane 11. Bris­
bane made a desperate effort and workrcl 
the ball forward. From a scrum, a passing 
rush was initiated, and thr ball came to 
Grenning, to Clarkson, who finishd a fine 
threeq.narter rush by scoring beh1·ccn the 
posts. 1\'IcCuloch converted. Sydney 26, 
Brisbane 16. Full time blew soon aftc·r­
wards, Sydney thus winning a good match 
by 26 points to 16. 
'J'he game was played in a fine spirit by 
both sides, and the tackling ·and passing 
were of a good standard. There were 
many finr passing rushes, but the Brisbane 
team might have done better had the 
''threes'' been given more opportnnit~r . 
We were very well treated by the Sydney 
team and by the League officials, and hope 
next year to have the chance of returning 
their hospitality. 
--**-­
Round the Colleges. 
WOMEN'S COLLEGE NOTES. 
Towards the end of last term Miss Bage 
took the four third years to Spicer 's Gap 
for a week t>nd, which they enjoyed im: 
mensely. They were a gay party. Many 
stories might be told of their doings while 
on the Governor's Rock, but- who says 
"duck"~ We take this opportunity of 
thanking Miss Bage for her kindness. 
Miss Lobb was with us for three weeks, 
which were rendert>d happy by mt>rry lit­
tle parties in the common room. We ex­
pect Miss Lobb for another visit some 
time this term. 
Our second "at home" for t h c year was 
held in Rt. Mary 's Hall and proved a 
great success. :Many thanks an· dne to 
.Johns and King. for their assistancr, ancl 
to the guests who played. It is to be 
hoped there will be a few more rash 
wagers before the next "at home." 
We welcomed another unmatriculated 
student in engineering, Maxwell. But if 
he continues to spend so much time at his 
practical work at the pontoon he is likely 
to fail at the end of the year. 
A restaurant has been started at "War­
rawee," for the benefit of late risers. 
The waitresses are exceedingly kind and 
attentive. Some day we '11 give them a 
rise when the clock strikes-mayhap. 
You will be sorry to hear that one of 
our band (the piano) fell through the floor. 
The damage however was not serious. 
Dashing young cavaliers escorting 
dainty damosels have good practicr for 
the broad jnmp to be hPld at tlw athldic 
sports, August 4th. Any one who knows 
Shafston Avenue should recognise the 
place. It is a constantly flowing stream. 
We were happy to be visited during the 
Prince's wrt>k by three of our past mem­
bers-Miss Hughes, l\Tiss Pl'lmycnik. an<l 
Miss 1\fcFadden. 
We thank 1\Iiss 1\Iacm ill an, .Jiiss Kuott, 
Mrs. Rtrngnell, and Miss Bage for their 
gifts. 
ST. JOHN 'S COLLEGE NOTES. 
We are approaching the "windy'' stagr 
in tlw year 's march; examiHations are 
looming, dark and fOl"boding, in the near 
futnre-and it is safe to bet that the dust 
will be blown off some hitherto unopened 
text books within the next three weeks. 
The college ball, held on the 30th June, 
is perhaps the most noteworthy event to 
be recorded this term. Helpers in the de­
corating of the hall were forthcoming in 
plenty, and the result gave an artistic and 
pleasing effect. The ball was pronounced 
an unqualified success b)r all present, alh1 
the committee are to be congratulated 
on their good work. 
Eight of our members journeyed to 
Sydney with the University Footl.Jall 
Team, and speak warmly of the good time 
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they had whilst away. One of them at 
least should have very pleasant memories, 
judging by the affectionate farewell scellC 
on the Sydney platform. 
Two football matches of special interest 
to John's took place in June. Playing the 
Rest of 'Varsity we sustained a narrow 
defeat, but managed to gain a hard won 
victory over Kings, who proved a much 
harder nut to crack than was expected. 
More than usu·al interest has been dis­
played in the development of college ac­
tivities ancl no less than three new institu­
tions date their inception from this term. 
It was decded that the college should have 
a magazine of its own, and the first issue 
is due to appear early in third term. A 
Debating Society has also been formed­
the first debate being held on the second 
Saturday of this month. The subject de­
bated was ''The Liquor Traffic.'' The 
warden filled the position of chairman in 
a most satisf•actory and helpful manner. 
Lastly, a College Library has been deter­
mined on, and with the help of all those 
friends who are able and willing to do·nate 
books, we hope to have quite a formidable 
array of volumes of books by the end of 
the year. 'l'he warden has kindly under­
taken to have a bookcase installed, and 
with his usual gcJJcrosity has promised to 
give a considerable number of books. 
Several tennis parties have been held 
here during the term. It is quite refresh­
ing to see the John's court graced by mem­
bers of the fair sex. 
Our tennis team went down before both 
Kings and Emmanuel, to whom we offer 
our congratulations. 
Congratulations also to "Jigger" Me. 
Culloch of Kings, on his being selected to 
represent Brisbane against Ipswich in 
football, and to Rob Barbour,, of Em­
manuel, on gaining a place in the Queens· 
land Representative Tennis Four. 
In conclusion we wish all our £rends a 
very pleasant time in the coming vacation. 
KING'S COLLEGE NOTES. 
Virtue is always comparatively unin­
teresting; and therefore no startling tale 
of deeds can fill these columns on this oc-
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easion. Many of otu· number have suf­
fered from a premature attack of the di­
sease which usually appears in third term, 
and the midnight lamp has blazed con­
tinually to th•e profit of the Gas Company. 
In fact, the studious hum which arises 
may at times be said to be almost deafen­
ing. But, alas! not all have been seized 
with the seriousness of their position. In 
the early morning they carol imperfect 
and fah;etto versions of popular melodies, 
and the solemn hours of the night they de­
vote to heavy-footed gambollings and nu­
timely horseplay. 
So much for work: the lighter side of 
life has not been without its devotees. 
Towards the end of the term we revived 
the institution of the tennis afternoon. 
Some good tennis was obtained, but the 
afternoon's amusement was rudely in­
terrupted b~' a shower; we were not to 
be discouraged, however·; the nefarious 
designs of Nature were circumvented by 
a little sand and patience. 
The sporting life of the college has been 
particularly vigorous. Hard training pro­
duced a fairly good football team, which 
defeated Leo's, but a fortnight after suc­
cumbed to the superior forces of John's. 
In tennis, we have been successful so far, 
but we have yet one match to play. Since 
the dim past the crew has been iu train­
ing for the forthcoming race. 'The issue 
of the conflict is still on the knees of the 
gods. In this connection we might men­
tion that a King's pair-Risson and 1\Iills 
-won the t'ub race. We trnst that this 
is an omen of greater things to follow. 
ST. LEO 'S COLLEGE. 
Leo's is having a quiet year. Most of 
the old faces are missing, though that is 
not to say that the new arriv·als (like all 
freshers) are not sitting up and taking 
notice. Our accommodation has been in­
creased by the valuable acquisition of the 
buildings previously occupied by the Girls' 
High School. We have a new recreation 
room, and the billiard table has been put 
in first class order. Altogether things are 
very "comfy" in Leo's this year. 
At the beginning of the year we lost 
'Rev. J;'ather McKenna, our foundation 
Rector, who had been appointed to Rose­
wood. His place has been taken by the , 
Rev. J;-,ather Barry, fresh from three years 
in B'rance with the A.I.F. Father M:cGold­
rick, an old friend of the Nudgee boys, has 
also taken up residence as Vice-Rector. 
Our efforts at tem1is and football have 
not been successful as regards victories, 
but the sporting spirit is very alive at 
Leo's, all(! uext year we hope to surprise 
our friends and opponents. Rowing is iu 
abeyance pending the formation of a per­
manent and self-equipped club. There 
are indications this w~ll be effected before 
the end of the year. A handicap billiard 
tourney was won by R. 0 11-Iara, and the 
champ by J. 0 'Keefe. 
Earlier in the year the students ''at 
home'' in the new dance hall proved the 
popnlarity (quite unsuspected in many 
cases) of the "Leonines." A banquet to 
celebrate the opening of the recent achli­
tions to the college is to come off at the 
beginning of next term, and will take the 
place of the "Commem." dinner. 
To Leo's new grads-Messrs. Ping, Her­
zig, and Lee-we offer our congratulations 
and best wishes for the future. 
WOMEN 'S COLLEGE WOES. 
A SONNET. 
When I remember how I spend my days, 
Each morning working at the 'Varsity 
At proses for the prof.•s, for which ·the praise 
Is in a very minus quantity; 
And how more work -takes up the afternoon 
Until my head is in a perfect whirl. 
I look upon night's coming as a boon. 
But then there comes the dreadful thought­
•thlllt girl! 
As soon as I start work she sta!'ts to sing 
And keeps on going for an hour or two. 
I know the order to expect ea!ch thing, 
I know the notes she can and cannot do. 
This week, to add more to my nights of misery, 
I have to carve. 0, student·s, pity me! 
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Our Societies. 
STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION NOTES. 
8inc:e last issue of the :;\Iagazine til<' 
repl'PSPntative council has accomplished 
mnch. There have been four special gene­
ral meetings of the association and five 
council meetings. The attendance at the 
latter meetings has been verv satisfaetorv 
) -.. .. ~ ' 
as oo per cent. of members have turnt>d 
Ull to the JIJPetings on an average. 
Examination Fee. An attempt was mad(• 
to regain the £1 Is. paid by some under­
graduates last November and the attempt 
was successful. However, the £1 1s. has 
been gazettf'(l for this and future annual 
exams, so the pffort to prevent the levying 
of it this year was qnite unsucceRsful. 
Honour Roll. rrhe matter of some fitting 
llH'morial to pervetuatc the names of thos~ 
members of the "l'arsit.r who enlistrcl for 
service ··abroad·' \\·as brought. up in the 
council, and, later, at a special general 
met>ting, three (3) motions were carried 
the!·eat, the first two (2) being formal, 
whilst the last one read thus: "That in 
the opinion of this meeting the best form 
of memorial would be firstly, a tablet of 
bronze, bearing the names of all who had 
vo lnnteerecl for active service, with spe­
cial mention of the fallen; and secondly, 
scholarships or burRaries or other bene­
factions for the assistance of soldiers or 
any other persons placed, on account of 
the war, in necessitous circumstances." 
This information was immediately cOJI­
veyed to the Senate (per the Registrar), 
and during last week a reply was received 
froml\1r. Stewart,. intimating that the mat­
ter had been thrashed out at the Scuate 
mreting on ,July 16th, that the Senate 
l1eld mainly similar opinions to us, that a 
proposal had been suggested to make the 
main hall in the new university a ''memo­
rial hall," and that, lastly, the Senate 
would convene a general meeting of all 
membrrs of the university in the near 
future.'' Such news shouicl give general 
satisfaction, and we sincerely hope that 
all students will make an effort to attend. 
Sch(}larship Allowance. The delegation 
(.JJessrs. Leslie, Edmiston, 1\IcKeon, am] 
Pardoe), \\'hich a,pproachc(l 1\'Ir. Iluxham 
with a view to getting an increase in the 
seholarRhip allowauce, gives a very fa­
vourable report of the interview and 
states that l\lr. Iluxham was verv favour­
able: . Accordingly we are ~nxiously 
awa1tmg developmentf; in the new finmr 
cial year. 
Magazine. Y.,T onl has been received 
f~·om the. busiu ess manager of the l\Iaga­
zme, statmg that the :l\Iagazine 's debt has 
been wiped off. Hurray! The good work 
started last year has been continued and 
we heartily congratulate this year's com­
mittee on having the pleasure of a credit 
balance. rrlw committee will now have 
money to work on and should be able to 
effect very mall,\' improvrmpnt·s in the 
general "get up" of the jonrnal. 
Commemoration Day was this yrar an 
unprecedented success, thr functions both 
of the morning, the aftrrncon, and the 
eYening calling for much favourable criti­
cism from the Press. rro allow the vari­
ous committees some money to work on 
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£10 was was granted for equal division 
between the dinner and procession sub­
committees, whilst the £1 1s. for the 
permit was also paid by the council. Mr. 
8tephcnsr,n and Mr. McLcan, the honorary 
trrasnrcrs, have siuee forwarded their 
joint financial statement which shows that 
£7 7s. 4d. of the grant of £11 1s. has been 
rei urned to the council. This is most 
satisfactory. 
Rhodes Scholarship. Mr. V. Grenning, 
the 1919 Rhodes scholar,, will be fare­
welled at a social and dance to be held in 
the men's common room on August 5th, 
at 8 p.m. A motion has also been carr.ied 
in the council iustntcting the Scholarship 
Allowance Committee to write to the 
to the Minister for Education appealing 
for an increase in the allowance to th·~ 
Rhodes scholars, such increase to cover tl1e 
expense~ of the trip ''home'' at least. 
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The agenda for the second term 
included an all - afternoon session of 
the council, at which the candidates ft>r 
the 1920 and 1921 scholarships were co~l­
sidcrecl neither as "sports" nor as "scho­
lars'' but as "me11," and a voluminous re· 
port has been forwarded to the Selection 
Committee giving our choice of the iivc 
(5) candidates in order of merit and a 
short resume of the discussion on their 
several character:; . 
Welcome to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales 
was fully discussed in the council <111.'1 
then at a general meeting and, as a r:'­
sult, tickets had been issued admitting us 
to the 'Varsity grounds on Tuesday, ~7th 
July, to welcome the Prince as he rode 
through the grounds to the children's d<::J­
monstration in the Domain. 
Dramatic Society. A special general 
meeting was convened to allow the execu­
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tive of the society to tell us of their 
strenuou:; efforts to make the "School­
mistress'' a wonderful success, to set for­
ward an account of their expenses which 
amounted to £300 approximately, and to 
appeal to the students to patronise the 
performance as well as possible. We desire 
to congratulate the society on their 
praiseworthy efforts to succeed, and to 
commend them on ther individual and 
collective brilliance on the nights of the 
production. As a production the show was 
a success, and we hope their finances are 
in a similarly healthy position. 
The 'Varsity Ball. At the request of 
the Sports' Union a special general meet­
ing was called to decide who in future 
years would have the right to hold the 
big 'Varsity ball. Mr. J. A. Robinson, for 
the S. U., contended that that body should 
have the right because they had held the 
functon in the pre-war days and because 
in other 'varsities the S. U. held the big 
ball. lie was ably supported by Mr. Bar­
hour, but was opposed by Mr. Leslie, the 
president of the University Union, Mr. 
Hall, and Mr. Anthony. Several speakers 
spoke, some for the S.U., others for the 
Union. Mr. Barbonr finally moved that 
henceforward the custom of previous 
years be adhered to and that the S.U. 
should run the ball. Mr. George seconded 
the motion, but it was narrowly defeated 
when put to the ballot. 
In conclusion, it might be said that the 
above is a bri-ef synopsis of the main ac­
tivities of the council during second term, 
but that even more important activitit>s 
are on foot for the next term. 
(Signt>cl) II. E. ROBER'l'S, 
lion. St>c., U.Q.S.A. 
UNIVERSITY UNION. 
rrhe principal activity of the Union this 
term has been in connection with the Uni­
versity Ball. Before the ·war this was an 
annual ball given by the Sports Union , bnt 
from 1914 it lapsed . owing to unusual 
conditions. This year, however, it is to 
be held once more, and at a general meet­
ing of students the question o£ who should 
control it was discussed. 
'The opinion of the meeting was tha.t the 
University Union, as the social body, 
should take charge of the ball rather than 
the Sports Union, and arrangements for 
holding it are now almost complete. 
'The State Savings Bank's new building 
has been secured, in view of the large num­
'ber it is anticipated will be present. 
'Thanks are due to the Government and 
to the contractor (Mr. Mason) for placing 
the first two floors at our disposal. With­
out this place we should have been ser­
iously inconvenienced. 
The committee hopes that in future this 
will become one of the big balls of the 
year. Most of the student~ have now 
joined the Union, but a few stlll hold back. 
All students should surely join the Men's 
or Women's Club, and the other Societies 
are not supported as they should be. And 
everyone uses the telephones. The bill 
this year iS' exceptionally heavy, . yet the 
average placed in the boxes is somewhere 
about ls. per month. W ~ cannot check 
the users: it is left to the honour of all 
non-members to p<1Y for what calls they 
make. 
An account of the activitiPs of the con­
stituent clubs is to be found below. 
CHRISTIAN UNION NOTES. 
A comparatively active life has bren led 
by this union in the last three months;. in 
fact the union is one of the real hvc 
bodies of the 'Varsity. At the end of last 
term an afternoon tea was held on the 
lawn when an opportunity was given to 
Mr. Smith (president) and Rev. Needham 
to outline the change in aim and basis of 
the Australian Htndents' Christian Move­
ment and to explain same in detail before 
a large and representative body of stu­
dents and a few visitorS'. 
Both speakers were present at the 
"Mittagong" Conference last January, 
and there heard the frank discussion on 
this topic at convention. Both speakers 
made very lucid and entertaining speeches 
and, together with the members of the 
Entertainment Committee which super­
vised the catering,. must be praised for the 
splendid success of the gathering. 
During the term we have ·had a visit 
from Miss Lobb, one of the travelling sec­
retaries of the movement. She effected 
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good work, especially amongst the women 
and, in cabinet and executive meetings, 
expressed her views on different topics so 
candidly aucl pithily that, as a result, 
many people have been led to think mor8 
deeply and work more earnestly. "Is the 
union accomplishing ·its aim?'' A vexed 
question, no doubt, but one which certainly 
could be answered affirmatively, if only 
more of us "rere as enthusiastic as l\Iiss 
Lobb. 
The weekly addresses have been given 
this term and have been fairly well at­
tended, the average attendance varying 
from 40 to 60. The topics were searching 
ones, well chosen with a view to removing 
some doubts from the minds of dubious 
ones. An innovation was effected in the 
introduction of discussion after the ad­
dress, but has not fully accomplished its 
desired effect, so it appears. Many strong 
doubters have shown themselves remark­
ably unwilling to ask qnL'stions, althongh 
quite prepared to criticise han:l1ly wlwn 
ontside. Why is it? IIowcvPJ', ma11~' con-
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scientiousl,v put before the speaker ques­
tions which tlwy had heard asked at varj 
ous timl's and invariably gailH'cl a satis­
factory n'p:y. The :mbjects for addresses 
and the speal,ers were as follows:­
1. Is There a God? 
2. What is the Truth about .Jesns 
Christ ?-Rev. :;\Iorga·n J ones, l\I.A. 
3. Are the :B~oundations of Society Rot­
ten ?-i~Ir. P. A. Seymour, l\I.A. 
4. Has Christianity a Remedy--Rev. 
Dr. :\Ierrington, 1\I.A., Ph.D. 
5. Has the Bible Anything for the l\Iocl­
ern ::\lan ?-Rev. Dr. Glaister, :Jl.A. 
6. 'l'he Relation Between Physiology 
and Psychology.-Prof. Elton Mayo, B.A. 
In every case the address has been well 
worth listening to, and we desire to take 
this opportunity of thanking these gentle­
men for their interest in the welfare of thJ 
Christian Union. 
The annual general meeting of this Un­
ioH will be held on the second ii'Iouday of 
JJPxt tt'rm, 'vhen the '' agPJHla'' will iu­
elnd,• till' Prt'sjdent's report, the election 
!FO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!l!m!l!m!l!m~!l!m!l!m!l!m~~~!l!m!l!m!l!m!l!m~~~~~Jil~~~~!l!m~!l!m!l!m~~ 
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~ ~ I 
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How do YOU buy Seed? I 
~ 
~ !l!m 
~ ~ 
~ HOW do you go about seed buying? Do you give a ~ I thought to quality, or do you buy indiscriminately? ~ 
!\m Do you buy on a business-like basis ? Are your re- !\m 
!\m !\m!\m 8ults good ? Then stick to the seed merchant from whom you ~ 
~ buy your seed. It does not pay to experiment needlessly. But ~ 
~ if you feel results should be better, we recommend Petersen seed 9 
!\m to you. It is good seed. Good results are sure when you sow it. !l!m 
!\m ~ 
~ !l!m 
~ !l!mI H. A. PETERS EN L TO., I 
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~ . ~ 
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Support University Enterprise and Talent 
A 
Concert 
(Early English Music) 
will be given 
by 
The University of O!!eensland Musical Society 
(Cortductor R. Dalley-Scarlett, Esq.) 
In 
St. i\ndrew's Presbyterian School Hall· 
(Creek Street, City) 
Next Friday (6th August), 
at 8 p.m. 
Tickets (including tax) 3/3 (reserved), 
and 2/2. 
T. J. BALE, 
Hon. Sec. 
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uf officers, and general. Following the 
eustom of selecting a nomi11ation commit­
tt't' to norninat(' the incoming offiren;, th!' 
executive at the last meetiug selected the 
following to be on that committee: Messrs. 
Smith, Clarkson, Leslie,. Misses II. Mar­
tin, II. Withecombe, and C. 1\'Ioxon. 
Early in next term a social and dance 
will be held at the University with a viey:· 
to raising money for the "State Council." 
The entertainment committee is working 
very hard to make this a huge success and 
it is hoped that the Undergraduates' and 
their friends will keep September lOth 
fr'ee. and shmY their appreciation of the 
?ommittee's endeavours by "rolling up" 
111 large numbers. 
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
This term has been one of strenuous 
activity for the l\Insical Society. Our 
memhrrs were rather small at the begin­
nng of the term, bnt we are able to say 
with some degrer of satisfaction that the~· 
have increas(•(l somewhat d'nring the tern~. 
'I'he increasP is to he found chiefly in tlw 
ranks of the tenors aud basses. Our con­
ductor, Mr. Dalley-Scarlett, has sparrcl no 
efforts to make us sing in a correct and 
appropriate manner, but his enthusiasm 
has unfort nuate ly not been reciprocated 
at times in thr manner which one would 
desire. However, the practices for some 
time past have been consistently attended, 
and we are all convinced that not only are 
wr singing music at our practicrs, but 
that wr are learning how to sing it. It 
was drcided somr weeks ago by a meeting 
of thr committee that the Societv \VaR in 
a RufficiPntly advanced conditio;1 to br 
ablr to give a eoncert. This is to be given 
in St. Andrrw 's Hall on the night of An­
gust 6th. 'fhe :\Insical Societ~· hope that 
thr same ]warty surport will bP extrndP(l 
to thPm in this vrnt'nrr as is cnstomarilv 
ex1e1rdrd to '\'arsity societirs. · 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY NOTES. 
We are in that happy frame of mind 
which arises from the consciousness of hav­
ing accomplished something,, and it is our 
great pleasure to herein give some account 
of this accomplishment. 
All 11·ill agree that the Dramatic Society 
is a medium through which the University 
Hfi a hod.v can express itself, aud thns 
assert its position in the community. This 
matter of claiming recognition from the 
outsidr world \\·as the chief purpose of our 
activities, and there is no doubt that, in a 
very great degree, we have succeeded in 
gaining this end. 
As an outcome of more than three 
months of strenuous rehearsing and over­
coming of many difficulties, we have suc­
ceeded in giving four pu'blic perform:mces 
of Pinero 's farce, ''The Schoolmistress''­
two at Brisbane. one at Warwick and one 
at 'l'oowoomba. It is most gratifying to 
relate that all these efforts were very well 
received and greatly appreciated. A most 
important feature of the production was 
the scenery-three interior sets-which 
had been specially constructed and painted 
to suit the play. 
Our Brisbane performances took plare 
at the Theatre Royal on Friday and Sat­
urday, 25th and 26th .JmH'. On both these 
occasions the house was practically fi1ll, 
the audiences were most appreciative, and 
it was evident that they thoroughly en­
joyed the production. To give some indi­
cation of the size of the audiences, we may 
say that onr booking established a record 
for thr Theatre !Royal. The personal com­
fort of the peoplr was ensured by the 
efforts of our decoration committer, who 
succeeded so well in giving to the old 
theatre such a bright and attractive ap­
pearance as it displayed on these evrnings. 
'fhe work of the orchestra under l\Ir. R. 
Dalley-Scarlett dill a great deal towards 
contributing to the snccrss of thrRr two 
pC'rformances. 
During thr intervals a band of rniver­
sity women, organised by Miss Lrila T_,aw, 
solcl home-made sweets, and as a result 
the funds of the socirtv benefitrcl to the 
· extent of £2~. The Brisbane newspapers 
of Satunla~' , 26th .June, reportPd vrr~· 
favourably on onr first performancr, and 
of these thr "'l'elegrarh" gave an espec­
ially good critique. 
During the next week-end we played at 
Warwick and Toowoomba-at the forn1er 
place on Friday, 2nd July, and at the lat­
ter on Saturday, 3rd J ,uly. We were very 
well received at W ar·wick, and there is no 
donbt that the very large audience greatly 
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e~~~1oyed the performance. The local 
newspaper next day gave us a very satis­
factory report. Between 11 p.m. on Friday 
and 1.30 a.m. on Saturday the whole of the 
scenery was carted to the railway station 
and loaded on the truch ready for travel­
ling to 'l'oowoom:ba by the early train. 
Good spir·its enlivened the party which did 
thi:-; work, and they will not soon forget 
the experience. An advance party went 
to Toowoomba by the early train, and th-:; 
remainder of the cast followed on in the 
''mail.'' 
The weather at Toowoomba was noth­
ing that could be desired by us . Through­
out the whole of Saturday the rain rained 
and the highways became very muddy, 
aud in places almost impassable. As the 
time of our performance drew near and 
the conditions of the weather showed no 
sign of improving, we became reconciled 
to the idf'a of a small audience, and we 
determined to go through with the show 
in our very best style. As it turned out 
the audience, though numbering only 
about a quarter of a thousand, were most 
responsive and, as a result, all the mem­
bers of the cast excelled themselves. 
On account of the unfavourable weather 
at 'foowoomba the tour resulted in a finan­
cial loss; but in spite of this the fact of 
haviug transported a personnel of 
twenty and the whole of the scenery aml 
properti(>S to these two places so expediti­
ously is in itself a, great accomplishment, 
and a credit to any dramatic society 
whether amateur or professional. 
We wish here to express our thanks to 
l\Jr. Uhas. Dearden and Mr. Albert Falk 
for the great service they have rendered 
to the Society. l\Ir. Dearden not only pro­
duced the play, but he also took the lead­
ing part. 'l'hroughout the period of re­
hearsing and preparation he placed his 
servic2t> at our disposal and he spared no 
effort to ensure the success of the pro­
duction. 
:Mr. Falk performed the arduous duties 
of stage manager, and it was through his 
efforts that the mechanical accompani­
ments were so effective. 
We wish to thank Messrs. Rhoades and 
Co. for their generosity in lending the fur­
niture llecessary for our Brisbane per­
formances. Space does not permit us to 
mention individually all those who have 
helped us, but we ask that one and all will 
please accept our grateful acknowledge­
ments. 
Owing to the set-back we experiencl:'d 
at 'l'oowoomba through unfavourable 
weather, our financial position is not so 
good as we ha·d expected. By realising on 
the scenery, however, we shall at least be 
ahle to meet our liabilities, which amount 
to £540. A balance sheet, duly audited, 
will bP available for inspection early in 
uext term. 
It is not our intention to abandon all 
. activities for the remaining portion of this 
year. We cannot possibly give another 
performance, but we hope to meet regu­
larly for the purpose of studying plays 
and dramatic art in general. By this 
means we expect that the interest of mem­
bers will 'be so snstained that thne will be 
no· very great difficulty in undertaking a 
production for next year. We hope that 
all the inactive members of the Dramatic 
Society will become active. A general 
meeting will be held dming the fir;t week 
of next term. 
As was stated above we feel that the 
Dramatic Society has really accomplished 
something this year, and through the ex­
perience gained the clifficultiefl in the fu­
ture years should not be so great. 
SPORTS ' UNION NOTES. 
The year 1919 as a year· of recovery and 
reconstruction was a very active one for 
the Sports Union Committee. The mem­
bership almost doubled in numbers, and 
with the revival of sports which were lat­
ent duriug the war period, the work of the 
S.U. became greatly increased. 'l'hP year 
1920 with a further increase of member­
sllip so far has been exceedingly active. 
The election of officers for the year re­
sulted as follows: :Major J. A. Robinson, 
President; Mr. L. G. Pardoe, Hon. 'freas­
urer; l\lr. G. A. Fiflher, Hon. Sec. ] t may 
be noted with pleasun~ that Major Robin­
son was President of the Sports Union in 
1915, prior to his departure to the front. 
The constituent clubs controlled by thP 
Sports Union are holding their own in 
Metropolitan :;port. 'fhe 'Varsity has 
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tcpresentative football, cricket, and tennis 
teams throughout the respective seasons. 
Hockey has an enthusiastic following 
among the women, who signalised their 
entry into inter- 'Varsity contests by a win 
and a draw. ' \Tarsity representatives have 
euteL"cd in Q.A.A. competitions, but ath­
letics i:; one of the most neglected sports 
at the "University. If we hope to compete 
successfully in inter-'V·arsity contests, thi:; 
branch of sport wil-l need considerably 
more attention. With the Sports Union on 
a firmer financial basis, special trainers 
might be engaged, and some necessary 
apparatus, such as stop watches, pistols, 
and a set of hurdles secured. There is no 
doubt that the lack of numbers is out· 
greatest handicap at the present time. No 
one can 1·eally take up more than two 
sport:;, but part of the trouble is that many 
arr not enthusiastic enough for one. The 
result is obvion:,;. The burden falls on 
the willing few who go up each year to be 
"stoushed" often in what they attempt. 
In consequence, too, we find that boxing 
and :;wi mming, instead of being up to 
inter- 'Varsity standard are indulged in 
merely as sidelines on the football field or 
dming the vacation. 
Perhaps the greatest difficulty encoun­
tered by the Sports Union is the non-exist­
ence of a sperts ground or the existence of 
one under the share system. It seems 
incredible' tll'lt the University should havr 
to arrange the times devoted to sport to fit 
in 'with the times srlected by the sporting 
population of Brisbane. The Domain is 
very seldom clear at any time, but in the 
afternoons (the only available times for 
team practice at the 'Varsity) the citizem 
take their exercise. The position was un­
bearable, as it not only became a matter 
of disorganising 'Varsity sport, but of 
safeguarding University property. The 
Spol'ts Union was successful in obtaining 
absolute control on two days during the 
week dnL"ing the football season. 'l'his 
C'asp:; the congestion somewhat, but it is 
onl.r oue ste1) in the right direction. 
G. A. F. 
FOOTBALL. 
The entrance of the Queensland Uni­
versity Football Club into the Rugby 
Leagne competitions this year has occa-
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sioned much comment and not a little 
misunderstanding. A brief outline of the 
history of the activity of the club in the 
last few years, might possibly clear away 
the doubts in many minds, which are at 
present suffused with thoughts of "Pro­
fessionalism'' and other chimerical bug­
bears. 
l<'ootball at the 'Varsity during the war 
''"as certainly at low ebb one is glad to say. 
Then in 1919 a 1·evival occurred, and the 
'Varsity, streng·thened by the return of 
many digger footballers, entered teams in 
the Rugby Union. 'fhe Union in pre-war 
times wa,; very strong, but the League 
seemed to have received a great impetus 
both during the war and immediately after 
it. 'l'hc result was the Union ranks were 
depleted considerably, and only four 
teams took the field in Senior Union foot­
ball in 1919. These teams were Past 
Brothers, Past Grammars, V alleys, and 
'Varsity. 'l'he competition was keen ou 
the whole, but to the mi11cls of many the 
managemeut was decidedly crude. There 
"·as not the enthusiasm, the energy, nor 
thP strateg.v that characterised the League, 
in the control of the Union. .The actual 
result of the competition saw Brothers 
winncl"s aud 'Varsity runners-up. 
Well,. at the beginning of the 1920 sea­
:,; on, rumour had it that three Union teams 
·were going over to the League. This was 
confirmed partly when Brothers and Gram­
mars decided definitely to transfer their 
Rtan daL"cls. .i\Ieanwh i le the two other 
te:nns constituted the sole remnant of 
Senior Union. A meeting of the Univer­
sity Football Club then was called to con­
sider the question, and the feeling of the 
meeting was pro-League. But it was not 
until the annual meeting of the Rugby 
Union, where the 'Varsity was repre­
sented, that the club secedecl definitely 
from the Union in tllC' formal way. Ilrrc 
also at this meeting the \TallPy Club 
sececled, as tbe Union hrld out no pl'ospecis 
whatsoever of senior football. 
'l'his Hecession to the League has been 
criticised adversely by many, but they will 
see from the above facts that the 'Varsity 
ha(l no alternative. Either th('.Y entPrcd 
the League and had good football or they 
had practically no football at all. Mem­
bers of the Queensland Rugby League are 
not considered professionals unless they 
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definitely receive money as payment for 
their services. Naturally and necessarily 
the University footballers "·ere then on 
their honour to receive no remuneration 
whatsoever. So far the League has treated 
ns "·ell, aml the football has been strenu­
ous, but good aod clean. We feel no 
nwntal, moral, spiritual, or physical de­
terioration from tampering with the so­
called ''professional'' element, and what 
is morC' our amateur status is not affectec1. 
At the annual general meeting 1\Lr. 
G. A. Fisher was elected captain, 
with 1\Ir. W. A. Browne as vice-captain, 
and 1\Ir. l\IcCulloch as third man of the 
Selection Committee. Practices were or­
ganised and enthusiasm has been rathee 
better this season than last year. So far 
"·e have had a fairly successful season. 
We contrived to come fourth out of the 
ten trams in the One-Round Competition, 
having beaten Past Brothers, Past Gram­
mars, Railways, Bulimba, and drawn with 
West End. We have thus qualified for 
the final round of the Premiership Uom­
petition. 'rhe chief event of the season, 
however, was om· match with the Sydney 
University Amateur League team, which 
though it resulted in our ddeat, was an 
event of importance-a hard, clean match 
and very evenly contested. We offer con­
gratulations to McCulloch on being chosen 
to represent Brisbane in the inter-city 
match with Ipswich. 
The junior teams werc not so suc­
cessful, but constant weakening to fill the 
places of numerous injured players, in the 
firsts probably, was the primary cause. 
We owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. 
J ames Baxter, who has devoted much of 
his time to coaching the team this season. 
G. A. F. 
--;f!*-­
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. 
We beg to acknowledge the receipt of the 
following exchanges:­
"Adelaide Medic:al Students' Review." 
"Toawoomba G.S. Magazine." 
"M.U.1M." "Lux." "Wai,takian." 
"Ipswich B.G.S. Magazine." 
"Otago University Magazine ." 
"St. Peter's College Chronicle." 
Have Your Clothes 
Cleaned Properly. 
Our system fo r taking care of clothes~cleaning details is 
a product of many years' experience. There is nothing 
haphazard about this service. It guarantees it s work. 
The "RED SEAL" Cleaners and Dyers is the Origi1.al Firm of its ki11J in the 
Cit,·. Expe1ienced men are employed, and infinite care is Liken wit11 all 
garments. Ha\'e no doubts about" RED SEAL" efficiency. It speaks for 
itself. Country Orders executed accurately and promptly. 
The RED SEAL Cleaners and Dyers, 
TOWN HALL CHAMBERS, QUEE:'-J STREET, BRISBANE. 
tJNIVERSITY MAGAZINE. .i.ugust, 1920. 
Personalia. 
1\'Ir. W. J. Meyer, B.A., writes from Too­
woomba Grammar School, wishing th~ 
1\fag. the best of luck. "I am sure," he 
says, ''that many other graduates will 
welcome the :mggested extension of the 
'' Personalia'' column. I for one have 
often felt that the scope of that particu­
lar section was rather narrow, but I know 
there is great difficulty in 'digging up' 
items.'' 
Lily Smith, who brightened us with her 
presence in 1918, and '19, writes from the 
Medical Bchool in l\Ielbourne, sending her 
love to 'Varsity Students all. She en­
closes her sub. to the Mag. with the re­
mark, "I gnash my teeth as all students 
do when called on to part with cash!" 
Sydney University has conferred the 
degree of Master of Arts upon Rev. L. J. 
I-Iarwood, an old John's man. Mr. Har­
wood ( \Yho was business manager of the 
Mag. some years ago) is now the Diocesan 
Registrar at Bathurst. 
Films and Plates 
DEVELOPED, PRINTED 
and 
ENLARGED. 
Films, Plates, Papers, 
Chemicals and all 
accessories sold at 
MELTON&CO. 
42 Elizabeth Street, 
(2 doors from George Street), 
BRISBANE. 
Country Orders Receive Prompt Attention. 
Professor T. Harvey J ohnston, M.A., 
D.Sc., has left Australia as a member of 
the Committee of Investigation of the 
Prickly Pear pest. The Prof.'s appoint­
ment to the Committee of Inquiry,, under 
the auspices of the Australian Institute of 
Bcience and Industry, will necessitate his 
absence from University work fo1· some. 
considerable time to come. During his 
absence the Biology Department will be 
directed by Mr. Albert Cayser, B.Sc., the 
newly-appointed assistant lecturer, 'Nho 
comes to us from Perth, W.A. Miss l\1avis 
Walker, M .Se., is back again at the 'Var­
sity, this time as Assistant Lecturer in 
Biology. 
We are glad to hear that Prof. llawken, 
who injured his shoulder rather seriously 
some time ago, is making progress to­
wards recovery. The Prof.'s University 
work is being carried on by Dr. A. J. Boyd, 
who comes from twelve years' engineering 
service on the East India Railway. 
A.UDRESS TO ADVERTISERS BY 
AEROPLANE. 
Captain-generals of trade, 
Widely are your goods displ•ayed­
Shoes, and safety-pins, and socks, 
Caps, and cartridges, and clocks. 
You have plastered land and sea 
With advertisement, maybe; 
But this is our anxious •prayer­
Keep your posters off the air. 
If you will pollute the skies, 
All the soap you advertise 
Will not wash away the blot; 
Therefore, advertise it not! 
August, 1920. UNIVIDRSITY MAGAZINE. 
ABOUT OURSELVES. 
The Magazine is now in a fa1· better fi­
nancial condition than it has been for 
some time, and therefore the staff are en­
deavouring to increase its attractiveness 
by ways which were previously closed to 
it by ,reason of expense. 
PERSONAL ITEMS. 
We would welcome any information 
1bout former members of the University. 
The amount of this mattrr >ve receive is 
amazingly small. 
GETTING COPY IN. 
We should like to impress 011 all contri­
butors that copy should be handed in 
punctually. We have little difficulty 
usually with articles, but club and college 
notes are, as a rule, slow in coming in. 
Give the printer a chance! If he does not 
get the copy promptly the isfluc of the 
magazine is delayed. 
INCREASE THE CIRCULATION. 
Students could help the Mag. along by 
inducing their friends all.d relatives to sub­
scribe to it. The Business Manager still 
has on hand a number of copies of the May 
issue, and new subscribers will receive one 
of each of this year 's publications. 
THIS ISSUE AND NEXT. 
Commem. Day wafl left to this issue to b~ 
reported, though this may be regarded as 
somewhat late. It wafl quite impoflsible to 
prepare a report in time for the last isflue, 
and in addition there were no illustra­
tionfl available. Next issue we propose to 
include a resume of Inter-College Sport 
anrl Inter-Faculty Sport. If any person 
can provide any interesting photographs 
we will be pleased to have them. 
LASTLY. 
If you don't think this magazine is any 
good-don't snort. If you can write bet­
ter stuff yourself we will receive it gladly. 
1JINIJiVIDRSITY >MJAGAZ1NE August, 1920 
1------------------~---------- .------------------------------· 
MR. LEONARD FRANCIS, 
VOICE CUI/J'IVA'.riON AND SINGING. 
One Subject Only. 
One Subject Thoroughly. 
MISS IRENE EPPS, 
TEACHER OF MODERN SOCIETY AND 
STAGE DANCING. 
Q1JEEN'S CHAMBERS, opp. G.P.O. 
MOSES WARD & SONS 
[J. W. & G. W. WARD], 
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS, 
300-302 Queen Street, 
Brisbane, Q. 
'Phone 328. 
YATES & ]ONES LTD., 
SURVEYORS AND DRAFTSMEN, 
Treasury Chambers, 
GEORGE STREET. 
P.O. Box 385. 'Phone Cent. 621. 
R. P. RHEUBEN, L.D.Q. 
(Late of Townsville), 
SURGEON DENTIST, 
127 QUEEN STREET, 
Opposirtle Strand Pictures, 
'Phone, Central 2772. BRISBANE. 
PHONE 5944· 
t:b~ tutorial ~oll~g~ 
KENT'S BUILDINGS, 
ADELAIDE STREET. 
Tuition for 
all University Examinations. 
E. W. ]ONES, B.A. 
I. BOUR:\E, B.A. 
E. A. STEWART. 
"The People's Majestic"­
This is the popular opinion of 
WEBSTER'S CAFE MAJESTIC 
PATRONS. 
THEY'VE found and proved the Cafe 
Majestic their '' Town Home,'' as it were, 
for LUNCHEON. TEA, BANQUET, or 
DANCE. 
Before going to the Pictures, see 
WEBSHR'S fancy CHOCOLAH BOXES. 
WEBSHR'S Choice Tins of CHOCOLAHS. 
CONfECTIONERY 
of all kinds and all makes. 
CATERING in all its branches. 
Webster's Cafe Majestic 
for the 
BEST at the LOWEST PRICES. 
August, 1920. UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE. 
The Home of the University Magazine. 
LET us quote you on 
an y Printing o r 
Stationery supplies 
you may reqmre. 
Good Service. 
Prompt Delivery. 
City Office : 61 Harper's Buildings, Elizabeth St. 
Factory : 671 & 573 Main Street, Kangaroo Point. 
We Print the Print that Makes You Prosperous. 
JOHN 
HI SlOP 
&SONS 
funeral Directors 
544 Queen St. 
Petri ~'s Bight. 
Brisbane. Phoue205 
Central. 

C. A. SPURGIN, 
Hairdresser and Tobacconist, 
Only Address: 288 Queen Street, Brisbane. 
Next "Daily Mail." 
Most Up-to-date and Best Equipped Saloon in Australia. 
16 First-class Hairdressers Employed 16 
Electrical and Hand Massage. Vapourizing. H aircu tting 
Beard Trimming. Shaving, etc. 
Large Stocks of Smokers' Requisites. Cleanliness and Personal Attention. 
Everything First-Class. Look for the name SPURGIN. 
Telephone 979 
A. P. Greenfield & Co. Ltd. 
By Vice-Regal Appointment. 
OPTOMETRISTS AND INSTRUMENT MAKERS. 
Have your eyes scientifically ar..d accurately tested by the 
leading Optical firm. 
MICROSCOPES 
By SWIFT, BECK, BAUSCH & LOMB, and WATSON 
For Biological and Petrological Work; Dissecting Sets, etc. 
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS 
By HARLING & STANLEY, LONDON 
Liberal Terms to Students. 
George Street, and the VALLEY, are our only two 
Brisbane addresses. 
189-191 GEORGE STREET, Opposite Treasury Buildings, 
and opposite Foy & Gibson's, V ALLEY. 
• • 
DUNlOP 
RUBBER CO. 
ALL STATES AND N.2'.. 
To 
Motorists 
and 
Cyclists! 
Are you helping yourselves 
and Aus~ralia by uJing' Dunlops" 
or sending your money overseas to the detriment 
of Australian industry? The Al!stralian-made 
Dunlop 1.:-.oto1 and cycle ty;rcs at·e a better prop• 
osition than any of the imported makcz. They 
cost you less, yet give ~·cu highest l"juc!ity and 
value plus economical service. \';hen you use 
DUNLOP TYRES 
on your car, motllr cyclCy o:r bicycle you show 
practical patriotism-with profit to yourself­
always look for tho "Dunlop" brand, it's 
your guarantee of service and satisfaction. 
When you requi:-e anythinr: in rubber­
remember we make it-and that value, 
service and economy always fo:lows the 
"punlop " Brand. 
OBTAINABLE ALL AGENTS. 
BRISBANE HOUSE, 268-74 Adelaide Street. 
